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ROCKLAND TO HAVE UNIT

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

The Black Cat

TnREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

inion. Feb 23, to Mr. and Mri
ink Lenfest, a son.
tockland. Feb. 27, to Mr. and Mr<
rLeigh C. Nash, a son.
.Valdobor:, Feb. 25, to Mr. and
•s. Milton Creamer, a daughter^
loekpert, March 4, to Mr. and
rs. Orris Burns, a daughter.
[Stonington.. Feb 25, to Mr. and
rs. Charles Eddie, a daughter_ st.
»ir.
• • • •
’’ollcwing were the marriages fj|
* period:
dockland. Feb. 28. William FL
rkett and Irene M. Hopkins, bett
Camden.
Icckland, Feb. 10, John S. Ranlel
and Gertrude Walls,
tockland, Feb. 10, Charles
Lchell and Carolyn Greenlaw,
lyracuse, N Y., Feb. 28. Heiber
Clark fcrmcry of Rockland, an:
•trade N. Brown of Syracuse.
ckland, Feb. 21, Edward C. Merand Margaret M. Morrison
of Rockport.
....
trs. F

L. Merrithew died

City Council and Chamber of Commerce Have New Company To Be Part Of 1st Battalion In
Informal Meeting
Maine State Guard
President L. E. Jones of the
Chamber of Commerce met last
night in an informal session with
Mayor Edward R. Veazie and the
numbers of the City Council to
IScuss the possibilities of a muni
cipal pier.
The meeting was prompted by
the difficulties which the operators
o' the Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Company have feund
themselves in since
they were
forced to vacate the dock which
the: had occupied fcr several years
pest on Tillson wharf.
At present they are deck
ing at the wharf owned by F. j.
OHara Sons on the southern side
of Tillson avenue. This arrange
ment will last only as long as the
Coast

Cutter

Kickapoo

remains

ml

iden.

Iphonso Spear died in East
cn, aged 67.
amden's old Postoffice building!
being prepared for occupancy|
the Western Union,
trs. Alden F. Miller 82, died in
iden.
Jlton B Wright, 78, died in
shington. He was a Civil War
Mran.
tephen Andrews, 93, died at
rkney’s Corner.
»d Commissicner John L.
ey of Thomaston was found
d in the H R. Linnell woodlot.
lloe E. Fields, 88. died in Rock-

Sullivan s Appeal

away as the steamer is now occu
pying a part of the latter's berth.

Should the cutter return tonight,
the steamer would have to pull
ahead to a new berth or possibly
move from the wharf altogether,
either one of which would cause
a great inconvenience to passen
gers and the crews in loading and
unloading freight.
President Jones ls to make an
investigation of the docks of the

city,

and

when

he

has

obtained

figures he is to meet again with
the city officials and a move will be
made to obtain a city dock.
The Maine Central Wharf has
been pointed out as the logical
choice as it is the only wharf re
maining in the city that has ade
quate water to accommodate a
vessel of any size.

Busy Day In Court

Chairman of Disaster Com Recorder Harding Disposes
mittee Wants It Ready
Of Numerous Cases, None
To Function
Especially Serious
There arc several who are enrolled j An exceedingly busy session of
D saster Committee who Municipal Court was held yesterday
taken First Aid or Chemi
cal Warfare. This committee takes with Recorder Frank Harding pre
in Fcod. Clothing, Shelter, Trans siding.
Rcy Plaisted of Waldcboro was
portation, First Aid and Labor.
Classes are being organized from charged with reckless driving March
t me to time and those teaching are 8 on the highway between Thomas
giving freely of their time. In order ton and Waldoboro by Officer Ray
to be ready when the emergency Foley of the State Police. He plead
comes, if it does, I am asking all ed not guilty was found guilty and
plenty of room in the disaster corn- fined $10 and costs of $13.10.
Percy Luce of Camden was
setup to arrange to take First Aid
and Chemical Warfare if they have charged by Officer Henry Roper of
not already done so. There is the State Police with failure to re
plenty of rocm in the Disaster com port an accident to the police which
mittee for any who are not now en- involved more than $50 damage.
: oiled but would like to be. Any The accident involved a sign at the
one interested in taking either of Camden Sunoco gas station and oc
Die 'courses mentioned above may curred Sunday morning. He was
find out where and when classes fined $10 and costs of $2.70.
A Rockland mother was before
are to be held by contacting Harold
Whitehill, L. C. Perry or W. J. Sul the court charged with the wilful
livan. We will arrange for the neglect of a minor child by City Ma
necessary classes if we can get the tron Helen Corbett. The child was
names of thosee who wish to enroll. placed in the care of the State Wel
In closing, I again appeal to ail fare Departmnt.
Gecrge Keating cf Camden was
in the Disaster setup to take these
charged
with assault and battery on
courses in order that the above
committee will be able to function the person of Patrolman Harry A.
Sylvester of Camden and was fined
when called on.
William J. Sullivan.
$10 and costs of court that amount
Chairman Rockland Disaster Com. ed to $16.17.
Arthur Porter of Rcckland was
sentenced to 30 days in jail on a
drunkenness warrant.
North Haven Fire Dept.,
North Haven Charles Maynard Burgess,
Union
Merrill Wesley Payson,
RED. Warren Howard Nahum Proctor, Rockland
Rev. John Taylor Holman,
Rev. Samuel H. W. Johnston,
Port Clyde
North Haven
Rockland
Elmer Milton Overlock.
Selim Ruahcmaa.
Rockland
South Warren Gerald MoPhee.
»
Camden
Forest Cottrell Magee,
Warren
Jchn Ernest Davis,
Raymond Eugene Eaton, Rockland
Fred Elmer Burkett, Trcas.,
Union Telephone Co.,
Union
in the
have not

Captain Lawrence K. Mansfield,
who is in command of the volunteer
drill unit in this city, received the
important news yesterday that a
company of the Miaine State Guard
has been authorized for Rockland,
and that physical examinations for
membership in it will begin at to
night’s drill. As a volunteer unit
it has been standing by in prepa
ration for the day when the State
Guard was expanded.
The strength of the local com
pany will be 50 men, and Captain
Mansfield was of the opinion yes
terday as high as 20 new recruits
may be needed.
The new company will be part of
the 1st Battalion of the Maine State
Guard, the headquarters of which
will be in Portland. The Battalion
commander is Lieut. Col. Hayes.
Captain Mansfield, who holds a
Captain Lawrence K. Mansfield,
commission as such in the Maine
who
will command new Rockland
State Guard, will command the
new (Rockland unit.
company in Maine State Guard.

ALL TOWN MEETINGS “WET’
But It Was The Dratted Weather, and It Kept
Many Away Yesterday
APPLETON
Appleton citizens voted yester
day to build a new schoolhouse,
raising for that purpose $1,000.
and to this will be added insur
ance payment of $4,000 due from
loss by fire of the old building.
The selectmen and school board
will serve as a committee for this
project, aided by H. C. Edgecomb,
Charles
Miller
and Linwood
Mitchell.
Wire connections from this vil
lage were faint or a9 the radio
puts it, “atmospheric conditions
were unfavorable’’; but as far as
could' be determined election re
turns were: Moderator, H. C. Edgecomb; clerk, Esther Moody; select
men, O. T, -Keene, H. J. McCorrison, B. R. Miller; treasurer. L. J.
Hall; school committee, Charles
Grinnell; road commissioner. Mer
rill Esancy; commissioner third
class roads. Philip Wentworth;
tax collector, Roland Gushee.
The more important appropria
tions were: Roads and bridges,
$2,000; High School, $3600; sup
port of poor, $1,000; snow removal,
$500; State Aid road, $799; third
class road maintenance, $400;
street lights, $212.
National Defense will receive
$100 and a like sum was voted for
Community Hall maintenance.
• • • •
CAMDEN
Voting for selectmen in Cam
den ran into a seven-man race
among these contestants: Mau
rice Payson (R), 414; Allie U.
Dougherty (D), 370; Clayton R.
McCobb (R), 348; Robert R. Smith,
<R) 345; Charles E. King (D) 308;
Harry T. Gushee (Independent)
176; Ernest S. Rice (Independent)
176. The first five were elected.
Harry T. Gushee also ran for
the office of moderator but was de
feated by Charles C. Wood, the
vote being 77 to 10. The remain
ing contest was in the school com
mittee wherein George H. Thomas,
incumbent, whose term expires
this year, was re-elected toy 286
over Dr. C. Harold Jameson who
received 185 votes, running on the
Independent ticket.
Frank P. Alexander, having the
second highest vote cast. 406, goes
in again as tax collector; as does
Myrtle B. Sherman as treasurer
with 389; and John L. Tewksbury,
clerk, with 399.
Two articles gave rise to some
discussion but eventually resulted
in the raising of $3,000 for Civilian
Defense and $6,000 to buy a heavy
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Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
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[EDITORIAL]
It is doubtful if there is another probWIIAT WILL lem. rankling so deep in the hearts of all
BECOME OF Americans today as the fate which will
MacARTHUR? overtake that gallant hero, Gen. Douglas
MacArthur. So accustomed have we be
come to defeats and retreats that it is taken for granted
that the brave stand in the Philippines must go the way of
ail others. Outnumbered as to men and excelled in every
form of equipment there seems to be little in store for the
Americans and Filipinos who have defied the Japanese
hordes beyond all reason. If it becomes a case of fight to the
death it means the extinction of Gen. MacArthur; if it
m earts a case of surrender the Nation’s hero would be retired
from active service “for the duration.” Either way one looks
at the situation the probable end of the dilemma is a heartsickening one.
This war of the Pacific has been a dubious one from the
start, mainly, of course, because of its inequality as to men,
equipment and location. One has merely to scan the world
map to see the tremendous advantage possessed by a wily and
powerful opponent, playing on its home grounds, as we say in
the parlance of the sporting world. The debacle at Pearl
Harbor started the Americans on the wrong foot, and the
battle has been going that way ever since. If the forces and
equipment could be more evenly disposed, we would have no
doubt as to the American skill, bravery and resourcefulness.

,4
(By The Roving Reporter)

The Civilian Defense demonstration
PRACTICING given in Portland Sunday afternoon was a
DEFENSE IN striking display of the knowledge which has
PORTLAND been gained since the war began, and since
this country began to prepare for the coastal
air raids which seem to be inevitable when the Japs and
Germans have gained a more complete mastery of their pres
ent troubles. Men and women who have been learning their
parts in the shadow of the grim and threatening tragedy
were on hand to the number of 4000 persons, half of them
air raid wardens who had been assigned to given locations,
and who held them with as much earnestness and under
standing as though the bells and the sirens were sounding an
actual raid instead of for a dress parade. There was an air
raid warden at every street corner, and cars would not have
proceeded beyond those points if the alarm had ’been the real
thing. What happened in Portland Sundaj' was an earnest
sample of what could happen, on a smaller scale, of course, in
other cities and towns of Maine. Every man at his post with
a full knowledge of what to do in case of a raid; and every
woman similarly instructed. “Preparedness" is the biggest
word in Maine today.

Mrs. William O’Jala of Rockville
has a little fun at the expense of a
dropped “r” in a Black Cat item
which appeared in Saturday’s issue.
She writes:
“I alawys knew that Knox Coun
ty was first on the map of Maine,
but reading Saturday’s Black Cat
column I realized how really first
it was. What I’d like to know where
the private homes are situated and
who lives in them, with 27,987 hotels
with one-half million guest roems in
the county. Why bothr keeping up
a home?”
I don’t begrudge Mrs O'Jala for
the chance the printed item gave
for a little dig, but confidentially
I’d like to have Mrs. O’Jala try her
hand at proofreading.

ords. Considering the nature of
their work, and the extent of it, this
would seem to be a most creditable
showing.

Favors The Station

Nutrition Courses

ilia Ice Cream is a layer

Home of the Famous

DANCE

‘n in their own delectable

BLACK AND WHITE BOX CHOICE CANDIES

duty track and snow plow. The
budget committee had recom
mended $500 for Civilian Defense.
The last article in the warrant per
tained to the suggested relocation
of fire hydrants for insurance
purposes and better fire service,
but this was passed over due to
lack of material. Installation of
two street lights were also turned
,down.
Economies here and there and
elimination of certain proposed
: appropriations meant a decrease
| in the total budget, or $130,044 as
compared to $135,624 last year.
General school maintenance the
coming year will cost the tax pay
ers $36,500 in addition to these
sums for special school purposes:
‘ Repairs, $500; health department,
' $300; equipment, $300; physical
education, $620.
Public institutions in the town
will benefit thus: Community Hos
pital. $800; Y.M.C.A., $500; public
library. $2,000. Other projects de
signed for civic betterment were
likewise generously remembered
with natural resources to be ad
vertised through the Chamber of
Commerce, to the amount of $700;
protecting shade trees, $500; pub
lic beach. $300; town dump. $900;
maintenance of float at Public
Landing. $100.
Other large amounts will go to:
Fire Department, $6,800; Police
Department, $2,500; hydrant serv
ice, $5600; street lighting, $4800;
officers' salaries, $8500; construc
tion of roads, $15,000; support of
poor, $4,000; sidewalks. $1500;
State Aid road construction, $2199;
removing snow, $1700; insurance
on town property, $2400; aid to de
pendent children, $2400.
• • • •
CUSHING
Officers were re-elected in a tran
quil town meeting at Cushing where
B. S. Geyer presided as moderator.
W. B. Holder will again be clerk;
S. E. Hyler, L. H. Young and E. L.
Davis, selectmen and overseers of
poor; S. E. Hyler, Clarence Lunt
and R. W. Davis, assessors; B. S.
Geyer, treasurer; S. E. Hyler. R. W.
Davis and C. H. Lunt. school com
mittee; W. B. Holder, tax collector;
and B. S. Geyer W. B.Holder and
A. V. Orff, constables.
Thumbs went down on the Instal
lation of electric lights, but the
Civilian Defense program will re
ceive an appropriation of $200 and
fire protection will be effected by
the purchase of 60 Indian pumps at
a cost of $500.
Principal sums raised will go for
these purposes: Schools. $2700; roads
and bridges, $1000; support of poor,

WATTS HALL. THOMAST'N

$1100; snow removal, $500; officers’

MORNING’S

The R.A.F. pounded invasion ports between Calais and Bologne last night, to-

Editcr of The Courier-Gazette:—
I am warmly in favor of the cas
ualty Station to be established at
the Elks Home, Rockland, and urge
all citizens to support the project
as one of their “first” in Civilian
Defense efforts to be aided.
Our location as a coastal city
makes this casualty receiving sta
tion peculiarly important and the
plant should be established at the
earliest possible moment. It is to
be equipped toy local funds and to
that end the Elks Club is sponsoring
an entertainment and dance to be
held . March 26 at Community
Building. I commend the purchas
ing cf tickets to this affair as a
method of aiding a worthy enter
prise.
The Elks Club is sparing no effort
or expense on its own part to make
their fine home almost instantly
convertible to hospital purposes
All floors are being blacked out and
the commodious kitchen with ample
supplies of hot water is being fur
ther improved foi- emergency use
The main building with its large
rooms and granolithic floors lends
itself to the emrgency treatment of
civilian or sea casualties and tiie
large open spaces of the annex are
Ideal for dormitory purposes. There
is yet much to be done by the men
and women cf the community in

grees of whipped cream,

LADIES’ WEAR AND ACCESSORIES
SWEATERS, SKIRTS, BLOUSES,
' HOSIERY, BAGS

FRIDAY. MARCH 13
New and Old Fashioned Dances
DEAN’S ORCHESTRA
Admission 40 Cents

salaries, $750; incidentals, $600;
State aid patrol, $500; State aid
highway. $450; third class road
(Continued on Page Two>

NEWS IN A

gether with the Krupp armament plant in

co-operating with the Elks Club in

Essen. Australian planes made a successful
attack in Libya.
The Nazis are admitting Russian gains.
United States submarines steadily slashing away at
Japan’s long supply line in the Western Pacific have sunk a
large destroyer and naval tanker, and put an aircraft carrier
and three cruisers out of action with torpedo hits, the Navy
reported yesterday.
Admiral Ernest Joseph King, already boss of the United
States fleet, assumed supreme command of all naval opera
tions yesterday, combining with his duties as fleet chief the
powers heretofore exercised by Admiral Harcld R. Stark as
chief of naval operations.
The last great Dutch position on Java, Bandoeng on the
high plateau, has fallen and the Japanese enemy, now having
overrun substantially all the island, appeared last night to be
stamping out the last bright, gallant sparks of Dutch re-

the project and opportunities to
serve will toe outlined from time to
time in these columns and volun
teer assistance solicited.
Edward R. Veazie
Mayor.

SOUTH CHINA
lima has two branches of the
mebec County Defense Guard;
meeting at the village under
if eld Martin and Donald Farnsth. and one at the Erskine Acadgymnasium under Sumner
nson and William Ring. Mrs.
•sell Morriscn, R. N. is training
roup cf women at her home.
ny Defense Bonds and

Stamps

Tire Certificates

j&nZcaee/

COLONIC
IRRIGATION

RETREADED TIRES

For bowel and rectal disorders,

toxic blood and allied conditions.
I^dy Attendant

Donald E. Haskell, D. C.
39 UNION ST., ROCKLAND. ME.

Elmer Milton Overlook.
South Warren
Lester Raymond Seavcy, Rockland
Frank Leslie Reed,
Camden
Raymond Eugene Eaton, Rockland
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ANNOUNCING THE
CE CREAM

BETTEFAN SHOP

337 MAIN STREET,

1

ROCKLAND, ME.

THORNDIKE HOTEL BUILDING

OPEN
maach—srcvfs

rout—

39c

Shortcake? Then surprise

ike

a la

1942. On a layer

to delight your eye, your

WEDNESDAY
MARCH 11
At 10.00 A. M.

Benefit Motor Corps

T OUR DEALERS' ONLY

PERMANENT POSITION

WANTED
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

ATTRACTIVE GIRL, AGE 21-28

COLLATERAL LOANS

Wanted For Permanent Position
APPLY—C.-G. 101
Care P. 0. Box 329, Rockland

SECURED BY LISTED STOCKS AND BONDS

npan-,

itrsbip

Thiftfcp. n rx, NIC M

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ace Cer>.
pl-dOTtf

Special taxes on cigarettes in
Chile will be applied to the purchase
of naval vessels, according to the
department of Commerce. Down
there the metto will unquestionably
be “Keep ’em Smoking.”

Four flocks of wild geese passed
over Cushing March 8-—the earliest
ever noted in that community, re
It was a Rockland woman who ports Miss Mina Woodcock, the cor
was reminded of an old saying yes respondent.
terday when she chanced to observe
Sale of fireworks in Bangor will
a man cn the street with his shirt[ toe banned for the duration of the
tail protruding from his pantaloons.
war, tiie City Council decided after
"When we saw a spectacle like that
receiving a resolution from the deal
in the eld days,” said the woman,
ers themselves recommending such
“we used to say “Letter in the Post
action.
Office.” What we said in my day
was “White’s out of jail.” I predict
One year ago: The schooner
that the present fad will have a George E. Klinck foundered in a gale
short run. It is certainly not dig off Cape Hatteras. The crew of
nified, and locks very slovenly.
eight was rescued.—Samuel C. Glov
er was commissioned an Ensign in
Twelve thousand vehicle employes the Naval Reserve and awarded the
of the Railway Express Agency op I gold wings • of a Naval aviatcr.—
erated without a single accident for ; Among the deaths: Little Deer Isle,
which they were responsible during ’ Capt. William S. Eaton, 66; Rock1941, and will receive safe-driving I port, Mrs. Leslie R. Watts, 56; War
merit cards for their excellent rec ren, Augusta L. Boggs, 74.

Even the animals arc to be looked after
LOOK AFTER by the Civilian Defense Organization. Tiie
YOUR
American Red Star Animal Relief has pubANIMALS
lished a pamphlet giving a set of definite
rules for handling animals in war emerg
encies. From the “'Rules For Animals,” the following are
quoted:
Provide first aid kit containing Nembutal, Sodium Bro
mide,
gr. Amytal Tablets, Bandages, S. T. 37, Tannic
Acid Jelly, Cotton, Gauze, Saturated solution Boric Acid, Ad
hesive Tape, Small Scissors.
In case of alarm take dogs with you to private shelters—
in baement or nearby retreat.
In case of alarm take cats with you to private shelters—
in basement or nearby retreat.
Under the heading “Horses and Cattle” are specified these
rules:
Very few stables will provide protection against direct
hits. The principal danger will be from fire. In order to
insure rapid evacuation of horses and cattle from burning
buddings, quick release devices will be explained upon request.
Blindfold horses if necessary.
Keep runways clear of vehicles or other obstructions.
Stable lofts should be kept empty and a layer of fresh
earth or sand spread on the floor.

Mayor Veazie Feels Elks Lessons To Be Given At Odd
Fellows Hall Thursday,
Casualty Hospital Plan Is
March 19
Sound—Asks Public
Support
The first two lessons of the Rock

British bombers were over another Paris
suburb Sunday, evidently unimpressed by
the violent efforts of Nazi and Nazi-in
spired propaganda to make capital out of
the new reach of the British assault on the
German war potential in France. The propaganda itself lias
a certain indecency about it. Henri-Haye reportedly sub
mits a statement in Washington. Petain and Darlan ex
press their outrage. There are ceremonies for the unhappy
victims, with a significant prominence given to the ceremony
for 38 Moslems who lost their lives—an obvious attempt to
weaken Britain with the Moslem world. The Paris papers
publish a characteristical Nazi recommendation that Britons
remaining in unoccupied France be seized and shot in reprisal
for any further French deaths caused by bombing. The
French Legion of War Veterans is induced to issue an emo
tional appeal: “Frenchmen, do you not hear the voice of
France above the cries of the wounded and mutilated begging
you to stand behind the marshal and obey his orders.”
There is a shoddy sincerity in all this. Why should the
loss of these workmen In Paris be any worse than the loss of
the many who have died, with no such official outcries, in
^British bombings of the invasion ports, of rail lines, of the
northern industrial centers? There is no reason, except that
the name of Paris may perhaps be used to play better on
those of weak emotions. Fortunately, it has not affected the
British bomber command. They know that the Renault
factory was one of the largest of the kind in Europe, turning
out German war material 24 hours a day, with some of its
tanks having already appeared in Russia. They could no
more permit it to operate unmolested behind a smoke-screen
of Vichy confusions than they could permit- invasion barges
to be assembled on the Channel or submarine repair works to
ru< full blast. Where France is an accessory to the great
crime, tiie bombing must go on.—Herald Tribune.

BOMBING
MUST
GO ON

NUTSHELL

■ distance.

Employes of Class 1 railroads of
the United States, as of the middle
of January, 1942, totaled 1,168,706
Represents quite an army, but a very
necessary army in the field they
now fill.

BUZZELL THE WINNER

Former State Senator Hodgdon
C. Buzzell was elected mayor of
Belfast at yesterday’s municipal
election, defeating the Incumbent,
George C. Thompson, by a vote
of 868 to 672.
The bat grips something for sup

port and sleeps with Its head hang

____

ing downwards...._____________

port Farm Bureau nutrition course
will be given on March 19 at the
Odd Fellows hall, starting at 10.30
a. m. , Lucinda Rich, home demon
stration agent will conduct the first
lesson in the morning and the second
lessen in the afternoon. Dinner will
be served.
This nutrition course, which will
have six lessons, is sponsored by
Maine Civilian Defense Council,
and is being given through the co
operation of the Farm Bureau and
Extension organization.
A certificate will be given to ev
eryone attending all six lessens.
The time and place of the four
lessons will be announced. Every
one is invited. Those planning to
attend this meeting, and stay for
dinner should notify Mrs. Wilbur S.
Cross, Tel. 1335.
This meeting is taking the place
of the Rockport Farm Bureau meet
ing which was scheduled for March
19 at Mrs. William Cross’ home on
Beech street.
The Pantheon, famous Roman
temple, erected about 25 B. C. was
dedicated to the gods.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
1

Tf I had my life to live again.
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loee of theea
tastes ls a loss of happiness.—Chariee
Darwin

IRREVOCABLE
What thou hast done, thou hast done:
for the
heavenly horses are
swift;
Think not their flight to o'ertake—
they stand at the throne even

now.

Ere thou canst compass the thought,
the Immortals in just hands
shall lift.
Poise and weigh surely the deed, and
Its weight shall be laid on thy
brow;
For what thou hast done, thou hast
done.
thou hast not done remains,
and the heavenly homes are
kind;
TUI thou hast pondered thy choice,
they wUl patiently wait at thy
door.
Do a brave deed, and, behold! they
are farther away than the wind.
Returning, they bring thee a crown,
to shine on thy brow evermore;
For what thou hast done, thou bast
done.
What

______

■4'

—Mary Wright Hytwaer _

-uay
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Tri-County League
The League Standing

W.

L. PC.

SAVE RUBBER

9t/

Ti

ard Your Country 1.
acd Your Loved Ones

They aLso that erred in spirit
shall come to understanding, and Rockland ............................ 53 25 .667
they that murmured shall learn Waldoboro _______
4335 561
doctrine.—Isa. 28:24.
Camden ...................... 39 39 .500
Right now, thousands of
five yeor^. a
Belfast ..._.................... 29 43 .408
womon bookkeeper
young American soldiers and
Spent r»ea» ly ^5o,ooo
Thomaston ............
2244 .333
sailors arc risking their lives to
c4 embezzled money
High five strings (Individual),
♦or personal adorn
protect yours. Patriotism, your
ment- clotber and
Rackliff, Rockland, 574; second
jevs'elry. She wuj
own self-protection, demands
^One-W*0rd error in o wae’J
Six Pages of Pictures In high, Smith, Waldoboro, 564.
bonded for only
*ill ,toting that ih« lelt everything
that you do your part, nowl
♦ 10,000 •
Famous Magazine—One
♦o’m, beloved •»;(«",co/ttf)* burbond
High single (individual), Ander
O b<$ ehai-e ot tbe e/tate. rovered
From Rockland
son. Thomaston, 135; second high.
Start buying United States
by a Maryland bondo
Bagley, Camden, 135.
Defense
Savings
Bonds
and
The current issue of Life devotes
High team total, Rockland. 2564
Stamps immediately.
Back
six pages to Maine,, vwlth particu
High team single, Rockland, 563
lar attention to big farms in Aroos
down the aggressors with your
Averages—First Ten
took County. The article is entitled
dollars. Bonds are on sole at
Player Team
Strings P.F. Ave.
Winter in Maine.
banks and post offices. They
Among the illustrations is a pho Smith, Waldoboro, 54 5405 98.15
cost as little as $18.75. Put
£. Itograph of the statue of Hannibal Heal, Camden,
45 4423 98.13
your dimes in Defense Stamps
r- '. ——
J
(Hamlin of Kendusloeag mall in Rackliff, Rockland, 55 5400 98 10
?
and they, too, will go to work.
Bangor, the statue having a coating Chatto. Rockland, 45 4356 96.35
of snow for realism at this season Boynton, Camden, 50 4809 96 9
America needs your money
of the year, but showing up the Bagley, Camden,
45 4316 95 41
for a very important reason—to
noble features of the great states Boggs, Waldoboro. 40 3836 95.36
L. -ZL’
safeguard
your country, your
man and patriot perhaps more fully Cole, Belfast,
45 4288 95.18
lift.
by contrast.
Smalley, Thomaston. 40 3792 94.32
Beneath the cut are these re McKinney, Rockland, 45 4251 94 21
marks: "On Lincoln’s Vice Presi
Camden—Bagley 496. Heal 550,
dent, in the form of a big bronze Gross 473, Stevenson 509. Boynton
$75. Other major amounts will go
statue at Bangor, Maine, snows rest 504, total 2531.
lor these classifications: Common
njui i .J Juit.imt'l by a
lightly. In 1864 Hamlin was shelved
Thomaston—Anderson 526, Young
polity bold t-r while (baun$ a
schools, $6753; High School, $3800;
for Andrew Johnson of Tennessee 487, Davis 463, Elliot 491. Smalley
pibrought an Occident claim*
repairs school buildings, $900;
______________________ He ?S
and so Maine missed having a presi 504, total 2471.
• - M1HVI *M* CJIM *1.1 V I4IMFKNV
23
school supplies, $400; text books.
dent. Maine folks have practical, Rockland—Cole 491, Dudley 429.
6.
hardheaded ways but produce more Hobbs 464. Perry 446, Rackliff 456.
$450; mothers’ aid. $530; support
Every ounce of rubber saved by civilians goes into a war product. Proper care of your tires can increase
famous poets (Longfellow, E. A. Rob total 2286.
of poor. $4200; Fire Department.
their usefulness and make such saving possible. The United States Rubber Company, through its Car
Owner’s Creed, has issued this advice on tire preservation: (1) Wheels should be checked for balance
inson, Robert P. T. Coffin, Edna St.
$800; incidentals, $700; public li
Waldoboro—Benner 416, E. Gen
frequently, since the greatest cause of “front end jitters” ia unbalanced wheel assembly; (2) The com
Vincent Millay )than statesmen.’’
brary. $500; street lights, $1390;
thner 462, Boggs 452, Smith 513,
monest form of misalignment is excessive “toe-in or toe-out” of the front wheels which scuffs away rub
Gov. Sumner Sewall and his gra Fitch 445. total 2288.
hydrant service and municipal
ber. Check wheel alignment periodically; (3) When brakes are out of adjustment tread wear is uneven.
cious wife are pictured tobogganing
Have brakes checked often by a dealer with up-to-date equipment; (4) Watch the pressure in your tires
I water, $2000.
Rockland—McKinney 477, Hobbs
Under.inflation, say U. S. Rubber engineers, can cut mileage 20%; (5) Inspect your tires and tubes regu
near the executive mansion at Au 491, Carr 445, Perry 472, Rackliff
Capital City Co. wharf is ex
larly to locate troubles before they become serious. When cords are broken inside the tire you can’t see
gusta and there Ls a huge cut of 434, total 2319.
cepted
from the authorizaton to
them but they may cut the tube if not located; (6) Avoid sharp impacts with curbs or curb stones or
Mbine potatoes with the statement
Other
objects.
Severe
impacts
may
be
absorbed
hy
the
tire
hut
they
are
often
deadly
Rim
cuts
kill
tires.
selectmen and treasurer to sell
Belfast — O’Connor 440 Holmes
that every day trainloads rumble 414, Thompson 411, White 453. Cole
real estate acquired by the town for
A department devoted to news items concerning these
out of Caribou, Presque Isle and 457, total 2175.
nest J. Ciayter; constable, Eugene non-payment of taxes.
patriotic organizations
ALL TOWN MEETINGS “WET”
Houlton on the B. & A. Railroad.
Routine matters were disposed
Sprague.
Belfast — O’Connor 442, Holmes
It is said that Maine leads the 451, Caron 470. White 488, Cole 492.
poor, $5,000; town officers $2700
Continued from Page One)
Salaries of town officers were of with little ado and voters’ disUnited States in potatoes, last year total 2343.
The following ccmmunicaticn has Kncx Ccunty Chapter and th
maintenance, $159; cutting bushes, i $200 of this amount to be paid stepped up to $2750, an increase i cussions were quiet and well di
producing 40,000,000 bushels, and
Camden—Talbot 468, Heal 498, $150; State nurse, $35; repairs the new fire chief); roads and ol $250 over the figure recommend rected.
been received frcin Capt. Keryn . p chairmen are dependent cn payin’
Aroostook County has 22 starch Bagley 486, Stevenson 479. Boyn school building $100.
bridges, $1200; aid to dependent ed by the Budget Committee. This,
Rice, chairman of the local Ameri the dealers fcr them
factories
a a a a
children. $2000; maintenance third however, was the only variation in
"In many cases. lets cf IL me 11 ton 521, total 2452.
Bridegroom Carried Bread
can Red Cress chapter:
Rockland gets into the picture
class
maintenance.
$715.89;
State
giene
bocks which w re is ued i i
In
the
Seventeenth
century,
it
was
HOPE
Thomaston—Shields 464. Lynch
the amounts as presented by the
when Preeland "Turk” Huntley dips 477, Elliot 444, Smalley 464, Ander
"Ever
since
our
native
country
the
custom
for
a
Bulgarian
bride

Aid
road
construction,
$533
33;
December
are still unpaid fcr A
committee.
Accent on thrift was the keynote
into "a tank of chickens.” The re son 438, total 2287.
groom
to
carry
a
loaf
of
fresh
bread
vas
lude
’
y
pitchforked
into
thi.;
bonus
to
Ralph
W.
Dennen,
M
D.
check
made
cn Wednesday March 1
Acceptance was made of a new
at the Hope town meeting where
with
him
to
the
altar
as
a
token
that
mark is made beneath the picture
$•.000.
shows
that
250
Heme Hygiene tex’s
Rockland — Hobbs 504, Dudley
town road, beginning where the he would provide well for his bride. »Var Dec. 7 1941, there has been loud
that Maine ships 4,000,000 pounds 525, Perry 499. Chatto 505, Rack it. was pointed out with pride that
and
386
First
Aid
texts have bee i
The defense program will be private way leading around the
oublic clamcr tor the Red Cross to
the town cut down its appropria
of lobsters a year.
issued
to
the
people
through local
liffe 531, total 2564.
irovide textbocks. Indeed there
Fewer Bones in Toes
tions this year by $114.80 over financed by $500, and $300 was Sands joins the town way leading
Pictures of big farms in Aroos
chairmen
and
instructors
fcr which
Your big toes have fewer bones rave been times when the chapter
those of a year ago. Attendance raised to finish repair work on the to the steamboat wharf near the
took are produced and attention is
was somewhat meagre compared to Rackliff road at Wheeler’s Bay, old well. This thoroughfare was than your little ones. The bones •hairman has felt the heat of public settlement has not been made wi h
paid to ski manufacturing at Paris,
are called phalanges, the esentment either because he could the chapter cffice. The total in
Community Bowlers previous years but business was starting at the estate of William laid out at a hearing held March inbigthetoetoes
where one of the world’s largest
has
only two, while the oth ict supply Red Cress textbocks or debtedness cf the people of Kncx
transacted with quite as much Bend and leading to the Rackliff 22 last year. Other expenditures ers have threp
ski Arms operate and where top
jecause he supplied them to Mr. County to the chapter cffice then estate. The bridge on Horse Point for roads embraced these sums:
competence.
speed is on for making skis for
The Old Timers received a body
T
chn D:e instead of Mrs. Richard fore, amounts t; $119.10. A pe •
One new name appears on the road will be replanked, $100 to be State Aid roads, $799.50; roads and
Russia and this country.
blow from the Elks in the American
ACHING
—
STIFF
—
SORE
sen who did not know better won' I
Roe.
spent for this purpose.
bridges, $1,000 plus 75 percent auto
League last night when the lodge official roster—that of Leroy Bev
"As rapidly as humanly possible probably ccnclude that Knox Cur Labor on the highway will be excise tax; tarring roads, $1,000:
members piled up a 5-0 score on the erage, unanimously elected to the
textbooks have been secured and ty people want, materials • >
State aid road patrol. $300; main
The Orient Alleys
bewildered ancients. The high string school committee, replacing E. N. paid for at the rate of $4 a day
I
For
Qutcfc
Relief
—
Rub
On
tenance third class read, $445;
mmediately distributed in a fair strengthen their defense efloil bi
of the match went to Ken Roes of Hcbbs. Returning to their posi with $4.50 to the Commissioner and
Starr 368, Lynch 520, total 988.
nanner. However, not everybody are not willing to pay for them.
sidewalks, $200; snow removal.
the Elks, who chalked up a 319 to tions are: Selectmen, assessors, $1.25 an hour for trucks.
Young 464, Feyler 468, total 932.
•eems to have thought of the fact
overseers of poor and fire wardens,
Discussion concerned itself, fcr $200.
Fr.endship—Wallace 441, Carter bolster his team’s efforts.
that
these bcoks cost money and Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Civilian
Defense
will
be
allotted
Kiwanis, with the help c-f a 19 R. E. Ludwig, J*. H Morse, Arthur the most part, with the proposed
380 Stanger 444, Cushman 435, Wal
that
the
good faith and credit of the
$250,
and
the
Seacoast
Mission,
$3 00 a year
point handicap per string, beat the F. Hart; treasurer and collector, Fire Department in consideration
lace 402, total 2102.
Thomaston — Drinkwater 424. Texacos 4-1 in their match at the Thomas R. Winston; clerk, Ellen of ways and means. Nearly all the
Crute 479, Smalley 445, Verge 473, Ccmmunity Building alleys last Ludwig; sexton, H. B. Coose; con remaining articles were handled
Winston, in calm routine.
night. Miller of the service club stables, Thomas R.
Adams 477, total 2298.
Charles
C.
Childs,
Quincy
Pea
• • • •
Senators—Woodcock 462, Starr rolled a 312 for high man.
body;
road
commissioners,
H.
A
Elks—Clark 255, Nick 287, C.
467. Foley 478, K. Feyler 527, Young
WALDOBORO
Sleeper 287. K. Roes 319, Soule 283, Hart. Fiank Grassow. and Nathan
508. total 2442.
Voting was at' a low ebb in Wal
Pease.
Indians—Hall 422, McFarland 484, total 1431.
doboro yesterday owing to the in
“Passed over” as non-essentials
Old Timers—Miller 248, Holden
Vinal 430, Stone 460, Rcbbins 484,
ability of citizens in the outlying
243, R. Richartfeon 264, French 293. were the white pine blister rust, ad
total 2280.
districts to get to the village over
vertising natural resources, school
Adams 280, Black 281, B. Smalley Benner 286, total 1334.
rain-drenched roads. Ballots cast
Texacos—Wentworth 307, Sleeper lunch and tarring of State aid
294rtotal 855.
totalled 297.
Thompson 258, Roes 202, Elliot 265, McLoon 298, Carr 287, Mitchell and third class roads. Hope beContest interest centered in the
j lieved in stream-lining its expenses
263, total 1440.
289, total 839.
choice of selectman for three years,
Kiwanis—Leigh 243, Flanagan this year.
Cole 1096, Rackliffe 1024, total
Herbert E. Mank winning with
276, Miller 312, Barnard 294, Cook I The largest amount raised was
2120.
, $4309 for support of common 155 over his opponent, Albert G.
Anderson 971, Elliot 1029, total 271, total 1396.
'schools; runners-up being: Roads Benner whose tally was 127. There
2000
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work and bridges, $2,003; snow removal, was also lively contest for the
cffice of treasurer and tax collec
Wondersl
$1,CCO; town officers, $800; sup
Read The Courier-Gazette
tor. in which M. Louise Miller,
port of poor, $700; town expenses,
present
incumbent,
vanquished
$603.
Lalia
H.
Blanchard
by
158 to 132.
Selectmen were authorized to
The
clerk,
William
H.
Brooks,
sell the Head-of-the-Lake School1 Jr. was re-elected; also the road
house.
commissioners, Andrew G. Eugley,
Camden Community Hospital
E. John Miller, Franklin L. Pitcher.
was donated $100 for purchase of
supplies and equipment, and $20 Assessors are: Ernest L. Burns, Laforest I. Mank, Ralph E. Stevens;
was raised to pay expenses of a
fire
wards, Chester A. Benner, Wil
local school nurse, also $50 for
liam A. Freeman and Herbert R
public health nursing under super
Oldis; school committee. Roland
vision of the State Bureau of
A Genthner.
Health.
Running ahead of those of last
State wages will be paid for la
year by about $600, the appropria
bor on the highways.
tions reached a total of $57 676.44
a • • •
but
will be used for such worthy
ST. GEORGE
purposes
as: Repairs on the brick
UNITED
The big event at St. George yes
school
house,
$15C2; and instruc
terday was voting for a Fire De
tor
for
the
High
School Band,
partment for permanent protec
STATES
$360.
tion and Civilian Defense.
A
A new pumper for the Fir^ De
pumper will be bought at a cost of
DEFENSE
partment
will be bought for $400
$6,500. thLs amount to be paid over
■
and
Civilian
Defense will receive
a period of three years, with an
■:L J,■■■'.»
fc»in >•>.<<****■.<
initial expenditure cf $1666 and $150.
• • • •
$500 of this sum to be taken from
VINALHAVEN
the excise tax. Appointment of
ii
Women turned out in about the
commissioners and fire chief will
God grants liberty only to those who love it,
be left to the jurisdiction of the same proportion as men at the
and are always ready to guard and defend it”
town meeting yesterday in Vinal
selectmen.
Officers were elected with al haven which ran smoothly to an
Liberty is something that we give
Press of a Free America are as much
most no opposition, the • only early adjournment at 3.15.
Only
one
contest
marked
the
change being in the cases of sec
too little thought to.
We’re apt to
guardians of our Liberty as are those
ond and third selectmen and the morning session, and that in the
take Liberty for granted. We often
boys who are training for the guardian
school board. Adelbert Simmons office of tax collector in which Leo
succeeded Almcnd C. Hall, re Lane was victorious over his op
ship of It in camps throughout our
forget that the privilege of reading
signed as second selectman and ponent, John Lowe. Four other
country.
and writing and saying and thinking
Howard Monaghn went into the new names appear on the muni
and doing as we please is a God-given
third post without a contest. Ralph cipal slate, but they were without
As long as America's Newspapers
L Simmons takes the place of Al rivals in election: O. V. Drew,
right—one that is ineffably valuable—
print the words and thoughts of
WAR NEEDS MONEY I
bert J. Smalley on the school com moderator; Hollis Burgess, school
America’s free people, just so long will
one that we should love and he always
mittee. Resuming their positions committee; Alec Christie, traffic
It will cost money to defeat our enemy aggressors.
America
s people be free. Your news
of last year are: Whitney L. Wheel officer; and Jchn Lowe, trustee
ready to guard and defend.
Your government calls on you to help now.
paper loves Liberty—it is prepared to
er, moderator; Mabelle F- Rose, public library.
The
Courier-Gazette
and
the
Free
clerk;
Joseph
T.
Simmcns,
trea

All
ether
officers
were
re-elected,
guard and defend it.
Buy Defense Bonds or Stamps today.
Make every
pay day Bond Day by participating in tha Pay-roll Sav surer and tax collector; Allison thus: Alton E. Libby, town clerk;
Harland A. Townsend, Clinton L.
Morris, road commissioner.
ings Plan.
Monies raised exceeded last Calderwood. Sidney L. Winslow,
Bonds cost $18.75 and up. Stamps are 10/, 25/ and up. year's appropriations by about selectmen, assessors and overseers
$1200, current figures reading $33.- of poor; Leon W. Sanborn, treasur
The help of every individual ie needed.
806.94. They will cover principally: er; road commissioner, Maurice A.
School budget, >11,000; support of Brown; chief fire department, Er
Do your part by buying your share every pay day. ,

Maine In “Life”

THE RED CROSS
AND CIVILIAN DEFENSE

I MUSCLES

HOSKBOIF

READY TO GUARD AND

DEFEND IT!

yiCTORY
BUY

BONDS

STAMPS

March 11 — Warren — Rt
r»ncu5, at Town HuumC March 14 At Glover Hall
Finnish dance and program
Fhe Bed Cross.
March 16—Opening of New
aurlng Flower Show ln Bust
l^areh 16—Rockport Town
March 16—South Thomast
meeting.
March 16 Union Town n
March 17 St. Patrick's Day
March
17—New draft lo
Washington. D C
March 17—St Patricks 1
cert at High School audit i
St. Bernard s Choir
March 20
Woman's Ed
piub meets at G A it hall
March 21 Spring begins
March 27—Warren Cone
way for Gracie. ' auspli,
Ladles Auxiliary at Town .
March 20 Palm Sunday
March 30 — I in personal e
Dickens' "David Copperfleld
ipe Graham Talbot at 1
vestry.
March 30 —Washington
>.
class play. "Don't Darken M
April 1-2 — Republican > •
ventlon meets ln Portland
April 3—Good Friday.
April 5—Easter
April 10 Democratic Stati
tion In Bangor.
April 10 Methebi ec CL.
banquet at Hoti 1 It nk'.and
May 1- Montgomery prlz>
contest at Colby College

The Weathe
We sure had a lot of
day, as anybody who li.
side a brook can testily
didn't have to use can
other boats on our city
they did in Bangor but
Pleasant Gardens there
overflow across the No
which daunted not a It)
motorists who did tiie st,
Tive wind during tiie
swung into the westerly
and there wa.s promise tl
ing ol better, it chiller. ti
The highway departmen
repairing loads gullied t .
flood.
A new business establish
make its bow tomorrow th
10 o’clock when the Bet '
will'open its Tiors at,
street, Thorndike Hotel
The proprietors are sist
Bette Knowlton and Mi
Collette, hence the name
shop will deal in ladies
accessories and choice car
turing the lamous black
box of Fuller-Cobb-DavLs
. ..Ralph Ulmer Camp ant!
Ufi.W V. will hold a Ml
meeting Wednesday nip
o’clock witli Mrs. Myra
charge of the supper

AH regular and auxiliai
are asked to be present a'
to be held t night at 7
the fire station The i
great importance and •
are urged to attend.
I/am to fly. Charles
Talbot Ave.. Tel. 1203.

Visitors in WashlngW
can get copies of The C<
nette at the Metropol;!
Agency, 603 15th stra
West—adv.

In closing his Getty)
dress, Lincoln called oi
ers to highly resolve
nation under God sha]
new birth of freedom
government of the peot
people and for the p<
not perish from the ear)
In these days, as it)
time, popular governn
peril. We have needj
to highly resolve that
under God shall once
perience a new birth
To that end we exhort
citizens to draw near
in coming weeks, by
their several places of
ever increasing numbe
is the foundation of
government.

BENEFIT B
WEDNESDAY

SPEAR IIALL,
Benefit For the IU

ARTHRI
Rheumatism. Neuritil
ness, High Blood
Sinus Infecti
Successfully trea

Natural Metl

DR. BLAKE B.
CIHROPRAI’
79 PARK ST., ROCK
PHONE 1163

BURPE
FUNERAL

Ambulance S
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Are Back In Maine
Former Local Salvation Army
Officials Now Located At
Presque Isle

I
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icu^ht u« accident claim •
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:ross
DEFENSE
Pms ronrerning these
Itions

Ci utily Chapter and the
mil a;c i;!• pt iidnit cn paying
ealf i s fcr them.
many ca> es. lets cl lie tne Hybncks which w re is tied i l
nbtr are . ili unpaid fcr. A
made cn Wednesday March 1
that 250 Home Hygiene tex’s
|86 I' i • Ai I I x" - have bee t
to the people through local
ici and instructors fcr which
Ith nt has not been made with
[hapter office. The total lnine-s cf the people of Knox
I to the cha] tir office then lamount t $11910. A pe: hio did net know better woul 1
b
that Knox Courtp' le
want P’at.^ia'.s
’ >
J111> >i their deft nse tfl’oi t but
I i willing to p !■. for I hem."”
|rihe to The Cniiricr-Oazette
$3 00 a year

ND IT!

March 11 — Warren — Republican
Caucus, at Town House.
March 14- At. Glover Hall. Warren
Finnish dance and program, benefit
the Red Cross.
March 16—Opening of New England
Spring Flower Show In Boston.
March 16—Rockport Town meeting
March 16 South Thomaston—Town
meeting.
March 16 Union Town meeting.
March 17 -St. Patrick’s Dav
March 17—New draft lottery at
Washington, D. C.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day con
cert at High School auditorium by
S' Bernard’s Choir.
March 20 — Woman’s Educational
i nb meets at G.A.R hall.
March 21 Spring begins,
March 27 -Warren Comedy ”Oang
w.iV for Gracie,’’ auspices Baptist
l,adies Auxiliary at Town hall.
March 29 Palm Sunday.
March 30 — Impersonations from
I).cke'ns' "David Copperfield" by Paul• e Graham Talbot at Universalist

Adjutant Thomas W Beaver and
Mrs. Beaver, in charge of the Itha
ca, N. Y., Salvation Army the past
two years, are now in charge of the
USO Center of Presque Lsle. The
Adjutant) and his wife, and one
child are now resid.ng on Blake
street.
Adjutant Seavey, a native of
Massachusetts, has been a Salva
tion Army officer for 16 years. He
is a graduate of Massachusetts
(School of Optometry and has
studied social aryl recreational

I.earn to fly. Charles Treat, 56
Talbot Ave.. Tel. 1203.
150-tf

In closing his Gettysburg ad
dress, Lincoln called on his hear
ers to highly resolve “that this
nation under God shall have a
new birth of freedom and1 that
government of the people, by the
people and for the people shall
not perish from the earth.”
In these days, as in Lincoln’s
time, popular government is in
peril. We have need, therefore,
to highly resolve that this nation
under God shall once again ex
perience a new birth of freedom.
To that end we exhort our fellow
citizens to draw near unto God,
in corning weeks, by repairing to
their several places of worship in
ever increasing numbers. Religion
is the foundation of democratic
government.
23-41

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
SPEAR HALL 7.45
Benefit Fur the Red Cross
30*lt

daughter Linda Marie, weight 10 lbs.
Hart At Dr. Donald Leigh Hospital.
Feb. 28. to Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Hart
of South Hope, a daughter—Brenda
Estelle.

MARRIED
Nosworthy-Keith — At Chevy Chase,
Md.. Peb. 28. Kenneth D. Nosworthy
of Washington, D. C.. formerly of
Rockland and Mary F. Keith of Nash
vtlle. Tenn.
Sturks-Robinson
At
Rockland.
March 7. Pvt. Arnold S. Sturks and
Gwendolyn M. Robinson, of Rockland.
—By Rev. C. A. Marstaller.

DIED
Hussey—At Rockland. March 6, Rob
ert W. Hussey, aged 71 years. 8 months,
8 days. Funeral Wednesday at 2 p.
m. from St. Peters Church. (Correc
tion]
Hatch—At Belmont. Maas., March 9.
Lillian B.. widow of Edwin H. Hatch,
formerly of Rockland, aged 82 years,
6 months.
Burial in Achorn ceme
tery. Rockland.
Swears — At Vinalhaven. March 7,
Henry Swears, aged 79 years. Inter
ment in Bay View cemtery.

t's Newspapers
,1 thoughts of
just so long will
ie. Your newst is prepared to
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Radio's Wartime Pledge

W. H. EMERY

Rheumatism, Neuritis, Nervous
ness, High Blood Pressure,
Sinus Infections
Successfully treated by
Natural Methods

34 UNION ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 590-W
Central Shell Station

30* lt

DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS
CHIROPRACTOR

79 PARK ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
PHONE 1163
23T&S39

BURPEE’S

Ambulance Service

FUNERAL HOME

• ••

Ambulance Service

RUSSELL

an « m-i or m-n
iie-«r

FUNERAL HOME
• CLAREMONT IT,
TEL 662
bockland. MB.

Canada's Fighters Learn Trades

And Those Who Walk In
the Road—Must Be
Followed
The rules for drivers of automo’ biles and pedestrians, printed be
low. were received at the office of
the Mayor yesterday and are official
releases from the efflee of the Ci
vilian Defense Council. These are
not suggestions or rules, but laws of
the State of Maine and must be.
i obeyed. Penalties are provided for
, any infractions.
This area is subject to attack at
I any time. Disaster could strike to, morrow, or, even as you are reading
this article. For your own safety
and the safety of the general pub
lic, personal rights and v.ews must
be put aside for the emergency.
We are in a war that is utterly
ruthless as far as the Axis powers,
are concerned, a war during which j
we must be prepared for any eventu- 1
ality at all times and for the dur
ation.
Save these rules, they may save
you embarrassment later on if you
familiarize yourself with them, and
make certain that every member of
your household -is as familiar with
them as you are.

During an emergency blackout, all
pedestrians must comply with the
following regulations:
Get under cover as soon as pos
sible.
Do not go onto the street unless
it is absolutely necessary.
Use no flashlights or matches. Do
—By Staff Photographer.
The crew of the Gloucester fisherman. Ran-Els, shown at Yeung's Lobster Company on Tillson avenue, not smoke or light tobacco in tiie
where they dried out their watersoaked clothing.
ETjnt row, left to right: Elliott Lane. Charles Grouse, open.
Joshua Morash. Back row: Capt. Randolph J. Lafond, James Madruga, Harry Shields and Ellsworth Lafond.
If you cannot get into a building,
ters
cf
her
length
onto
the
ledge,|
shots
about
10
Jr
in.
and
again
at
The 65-foot Gloucester trawler,
keep close to it and keep away from
Ran-Els, Capt. Randolph J. Lafond, the rock coming through the bot-! 1 a m. Sue went to the window and the curb.
went aground on the southern end tom.
' saw a fire on the island and phoned
Do not run, but proceed carefully
of Monroe’s Island at a point just to
They put over a dory and set an ; Peter K. Reed who, with James Far- and slowly.
If necessary to cross a street, do
the westward of the Monroe’s anchor astern to hold her steady, rell, went to the island and brought
Island gas light at about 8 but, soon saw that efforts along that back five of the men. The White so at intersections.
Above all—Keep Calm.
o'clock Sunday night. The crew; line were futile and concerned them- Head Ccast Guard later took off the
ol seven were all rescued, but the selves with getting ashore. Dropping two remaining seamen. The entire Blackout Rules For Drivers Of All
craft is a total loss, having broken | ever the bow, they were able to crew later came to Rockland.
Vehicles
up in the heavy running seas of i wade onto the southern end of the
The Coast Guard boat went to
Drivers of all vehicles must com
the site of the wreck yesterday
the storm that made up during Sun- i island and to safety.
ply with the following regulations
Two of the crew, Lane and Shields, morning and were able only to find
day night.
during an air raid alarm or when
made
their way the length of the wreckage and fish from the cargo
Members of the crew, all of Glou
the street or highway lights are
cester, were Capt. Lafond, James island in search of a building in cf 20.000 pounds of redfish which the
extinguished:
Madruga, Elliot Land, engineer; which they could find shelter. They Ran-Els had carried when she
Immediately drive close to the
Joshua Morash, Ellsworth LaFond, located an abandoned shack after struck.
curb and stop.
The Snow Marine Company has
Charles Grouse and Harry Shields, having tramped aimlessly through
Extinguish the lights, close the
the cook. Little the wcgee for their the woods for over two hours in tiie t been engaged by the owner, William vehicle openings and seek shelter
experience, they started fcr their heavy fog.
I.aFond of Gloucester, Mass., to at
if available.
One of them returned to tire site tempt to salvage the engine from
homes in Massachusetts yesterday
Do not park at intersections of
afternoon and to look for a job of the wreck and guided the rest of the wreckage.
streets, hydrants, entrances to po
the crew to the shack where they The Ran-Els was nearly 30 years cf
aboard another trawler.
lice stations, hospitals, fire houses
According to Capt. LaFcnd, they were able to gather enough wood to age and had been taken from retire or emergency station.
were running lor Rockland in a build a fire and keep warm. Dry ment and equipped with a new
If possible, remove your vehicle
heavy log that blanketed the coast clothes were out of the question as Wolverine diesel enginfe due to the entirely from the traveled portion
Sunday night. An instant after they had no time to get any clothes lack of trawlers out of Gloucester
of the road.
they had run out their time, hunt from the ship before she filled with after the Government had taken
Passengers in public carriers such
ing for the Monroe’s Island light, water.
the greater part of that port’s fish- as street-cars, buses, trains, etc.,
Mrs. Carl Reed of Owl’s Head ing fleet. She was valued at ap- shall obey the instructions of the
and had shut off the engines they
struck, driving tiie boat (hree-quar- heard what she thought to be | proximately $25,900.
conductor or other official in charge.
The Rockland High School Band
Mother’s Club will hold a rummage
sale Saturday at what was formerly
known as the Mansfield store, which
has been donated for the sale by
courtesy of Isidcr Gordon. The
committee in charge comprises Mrs.
E. E. Trask Jr., chairman, assisted
by Mrs. Vance Norton, Mrs. Floyd
Simmons, Mrs. George W. Wood,
Mrs. Donald Clark, Mrs. Leland
Drinkwater, Mrs. Joseph Blaisdell,
anc^Mrs. Albert Havener. All Band
members are being solicited as well
as a general soliciting of the entire
school, and any club member who
possibly can is asked to be present
to help at the sale. The entire pro
ceeds will be used fcr the school
Band. Doers will be opened at 9.30
sharp. Come in everybody.

The rumor that spread through
out this city Saturday that Sgt.
Frederick Favreau, stationed at
Savannah Georgia, had accidentally
shot himself while cleaning his rifle
has not an ounce of truth in it. He
is perfectly well and as happy as any
during that time.
man far away from heme can be
Mrs. Isa Teague
Warren.
expected to be. Mrs. Favreau got in
touch with officials in Georgia im
Beano G.A.R. hall Thursday, mediately after hearing this rumor.
March 12, 2.15 p. m.—adv.
If people who start such talk would
cnly take into consideratitn the
anxiety caused, they would be more
KEEP EVERY RADIO
careful.

WORKING!

Rules For Drivers

Blackout Rules For Pedestrians

CARD OF THANKS
The Sunshine boxes, gifts and cards
sent me by the E. A. Starrett Aux
iliary. S.U.V., neighbors, and friends
while I was a patient, at the Maine
Osteopathic Hospital In Portland, and
while convalescing at home have been
much appreciated and I wish to thank
all who remembered me In any way

RADIO SERVICE

ARTHRITIS

;ty as are those
>r the guardian[throughout our

Gloucester Trawler Came To Grief In Heavy Fog
The Crew Was Saved

The Weather

BENEFIT BINGO

|ca are as much

- WRECKED ON MONROE ISLAND

work at New York University and

Eastern Nazarene College at Wol
laston, Mass.
vestry.
Before going to Ithaca, Adjutant
March 30 —Washington— Sophomore
i lass play, ’’Don't Darken My Doors ’’ Seaver and Mrs. Seaver spent nine
April 1-2 — Republican State Con
vention meets in Portland.
years in New England States in
April 3—Good Friday.
various
appointments. The Adju
April 5—Easter.
April 10 Democratic State Conven- tant has contributed occasional
tiuii In Bangor.
April 10 Methebesec Club's annual articles to Salvation Army publica
banquet at Hotel Rockland
Mav 1 Montgomery prize speaking tions and is a member of the Itha
contest at Colby College.
ca Rotary Club, Town and County
Club, Ithaca Council of Social Agen
cies, and Tompkins County Min
isterial Association.
The Rockland Salvation Army,
and many other friends made by
We sure had a lot of it yester
the Seavers two years ago, are much
day, as anybody who lives along interested in their progress.
side a brook can testify. True we
Warden John Luke who is in
didn't have to use canoes and
charge
of the air raid wardens of
other boats on our city streets as
Ward 5 announces that his deputy
they did in Bangor, but out at
wardens are now engaged in making
Pleasant Gardens there was an a survey of every house in the ward.
overflow across the No. 1 highway This survey covers the occupants of
which daunted not a few of the all houses and the gas, water and
motorists who did the surf-riding. electric inlets and shutoffs as well
The wind during the afternoon as entrances and exits. Luke asks
wung into the westerly quadrant, that everyone co-operate to the
and there was promise this morn fullest extent witli the warden who
ing of better, if chiller, conditions. calls. He is not prying into personal
The highway department is today affairs, but, is making an honest
repairing roads gullied out by the effort to have information on file
flood.
for use by the emergency services
in case of an air raid tliat may save
A new business establishment will lives in your home.
tmke its bow tomorrow morning at
10 o’clock when the Bettefan Shop
L. B. Cook, chief air raid warden,
will open its doors at 337 Main was one of the umpires in the
street, Thorndike Hotel Building. civilian defense demonstration in
The proprietors are sisters, Mrs. Portland Sunday, and gained much
Bette Knowlton and Miss Fanny valuable knowledge. He made the
Collette, hence the name. The new trip in company with John H. Mc
. hop will deal in ladies’ wear and Loon.
accessories and choice candies, fea
turing the famous black and white
Miss Lucy Rhodes will be chair
box of Fuller-Cobb-Davls fame.
man of the supper to be held tonight
in the vestry of the Universalist
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary, Church by Chapin Class.
US.W.V. will hold a supper and
Band Mothers Club wfll meet
meeting Wednesday night at 6
o’clock with Mrs. Myra Watts in Wednesday afternoon with Mrs.
Muriel Drinkwater, Warren street,
charge of the supper.
for Red Cross sewing.
All regular and auxiliary firemen
BORN
are asked to be present at a meeting
McLaughlin—At Bath, March 6. to
to be held tonight at 7 o’clcck in
Mr. and Mrs. Francis E McLaughlin
tiie fire station.
The meeting is (Lucille Egan), a daughter — Mary
great importance and all members Frances.
Ames—At Rockport, March 7. to Mr.
and Mrs. L W. Ames of Rockport, u
are urged to attend.

Visitors in Washington, D. O.
can get copies of The Courier-Ga
zette at the Metropolitan News
Agency, 603 15th street. North
West—adv.
66*tf
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David A. Nichols, cf Lincolnville,
a senior at Bates College survived
preliminary rounds this week and
will compete on March 24 in the
finals of tiie annual Bates Oratori
cal Contest. General theme for the
finals is “The Peace to Follow This
War.” Prizes of $40, $25, and $15
will be awarded from the Charles
Sumner Libby Memorial Fund. The
first place winner will represent
Bates in a radio contest to decide
the Maine champion.
Bowdoin,
Colby. Bates and the University cf
Maine are competing.
Nichols
graduated from Camden High
School in 1933.

Reports from the campaign to
raise $800 for the Rockland Boy
Scouts indicate that the goal has
net been reached. The workers
have found it difficult to contact
many of the prospective contribu
tors. Since the amound desired from
each is small, it is requested that
those who have not as yet been ap
proached send in their donations
without solicitation. Checks or
money should be sent to Donald
Leach, Treasurer. It is hoped that
all having this important movement
at heart will act promptly and lib
erally.

Vehicles with essential duties to
perform will be allowed to move
during the blackout under the regu
lations which provide for emergency
vehicles, as given in paragraph 12
of Executive Order No. 3. Only
vehicles w.th approved blackout
equipment shall be operated during
a blackout. Police, including Aux
iliary Police, and Air Raid Wardens
are directed to stop all vehicles
without such equipment.

I

Capt. Percy M. (©kip) Tibert,
formerly a seaplane pilot for Island
Airlines, and now an instructor for
Army cadets at Oxnard, Cal., was
right in the middle of a bombing
scare Sunday night when the en
tire area blackoed out for several
hours and anti-aircraft batteries
and interceptor planes stood at
the alert. The scare rose from
the finding of what was at first
thought to be propaganda leaflets
dropped from a Jap plane that,
might have flown over the area.
Officials finally learned that the
supposed leaflets were sections of
a Japanese language newspaper,
once published In San Francisco,
and had 'been thrown overboard,
where a fisherman found: them,
and reported to Civilian Defense
authorities and the Army.
• •

GOOD FOR ISLE AU HAUT

Lsle au Haut residents are
proud of the fact that their com
munity has gone over the top in
the Red Cross War Fund drive,
having raised $90. The inland
town is classed with Vinalhaven.
which has not yet reached its
goal.

I
Thirty carpenters were laid off |
Saturday night at the Navy Sec
tion Base due to lack of final plans
for the construction of the new
buildings. These plans are expec
ted shortly when work will be re
sumed and the crews greatly en
larged. What men remain, are en
gaged in leveling the stone base
and in driving piling for a facing
around the wharf. Two lighters are
The new O’Hara trawler Notre
engaged in this work, having been
Dame, with Capt. John Wentworth
The March court of honor fcr of Vinalhaven in command, laid towed here from Wiscasset and
Rockland District Boy Scouts cf at the O'Hara wharf yesterday, Portland.
America will be held Thursday at waiting out the heavy weather on
7.30
p. m. in the Municipal Court the banks. This craft is somewhat J Claremont Commandery of Rock
The Maine IMasque Theatre pro
Rooms.
Parents of the scouts and larger than the first of the O’Hara land has received an Invitation
duction “Rcmeo and Juliet,” which
from Trinity Commandery of Au
persons interested are cordially in
opened in the Little Theatre at Uni
fleet which was taken by the Navy
gusta to attend a special conclave
versity of Maine on March 9. runs vited. Come and see what scouting and has double the fish capacity.
in Augusta Friday night, at which
means
to
your
boys.
through Thursday. Thirty-live ac
the Grand Officers of the Grand
tors have roles in "Romeo and
Rehearsals are progressing well cn
Commandery
of Maine, assisted by
The meeting of Victory Patrol of the St. Patrick’s concert to be pre
Juliet” with Earle Rankin of Mel
the escort of St. Omer Command
rose, Mass., and Katherine Rice of the Pine Cone troop of Girl Scouts sented March 17 at the High School
ery of Waterville, will exemplify
Rockland in the title roles. Among will be held tonight at the home of auditorium. Tickets may be pro
the Temple degree. Supper will be
others having major roles are Mark Mrs. Raymond Perry, Masonic cured at Chisholm’s Candy store.
served
to the Sir Knights at 6.30.
Ingraham and William Brown of street.
There
will
be
a
meeting
of
the
Rockport.
Yesterday’s storm flooded Pleas
Girl Scout Committee Wednesday
evening at 7.15 at the Community ant Gardens on the New County
All members of Andersen Camp;
road in the area around the Davis
Building.
Auxiliary are asked to attend the I
Antique barn to the extent that for
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
meeting at the home of Mrs. Helen
TEL WALDOBORO 100
I Rockland Lodge of Elks will hold several hours the road was prac
Paladino, Summer street Wednesday
1 their nomination of officers at the tically impassable, with only a few
at 7 o'clock to finish the quilt. There
SHOW TIMES
regular meeting tonight at 7.30 adventurous motorists risking hav
will also be a discussion of Red Cross
Single Evening Show at 8
ThLs is the 720th regular seasion of ing the water stall their cars and
sewing.
Matinees Saturday at 8*30
the lodge and will be preceeded by leave them stranded half Way
Sunday at 3
across.
at supper at 6.30.
The steamer North Haven of
the
Vinalhaven
&
Rockland
TUES.-WED., MARCH 10-11
Baraca Class of the Methodist
A still alarm called the fire de
Steamboat Company did not make
VERONICA LAKE
Church will meet Wednesday at 7.30
partment
to
Community
Building
her afternoon trip down the bay I
JOEL McRAE
yesterday morning where a smudge in the vestry.
yesterday, due to the high wind
in
near the range in the kitchen was
and heavy seas.
a
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
SULLIVAN’S TRAVELS” handled with no damage.
Also On the Program
Capt. William Wincapaw has re
.. t
Special
“SUPERMAN” Cartoon
turned to South America where
,3:_.
, i a
a -rf
in Technicolor
he is to fly again for commercial
Interests. Mrs. Wincapaw is mak
THURS.-FRI., MARCH 12-13
ing her home for the present with
Columbia Pictures Present#
her mother, Mrs. Anne Dunois of
JACK LONDON’S
Staten Island. N. Y. William Jr.,
is a student at the Naval Air Sta
“ADVENTURES OF
tion at Pensacola, Fla,

The Islesboro ferry, Governor i
For dependable radio service
Brann,
was hauled out at the Snow’
»11 the Radio Shop, Tel. 844, 617
Main street. Complete Philco Line, Marine Railways Sunday for her
—adv
«3-tf annual overhaul. Her place Ls being
taken on the run by a boat operat- j
ed by Capt. Casper Murphy. Trips
are made twice daily, leaving Isles
boro at 8 30 a m. and 12 neen and
TONIGHT, SPEAR HALL 7.45 Lincolnville Beach at & a. m. and
Given Away. Table Cloth and Six 12.30 p m.
Napkins; and 52—1 each
30*lt
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

BINGO!

The Spring Fashion Revue con
ducted by Cutler’s Friday and Sat
urday afternoon was extremely suc
cessful in spite of inclement
weather. The store and the adja
cent sections of the street saw
throngs viewing the costumes for
Spring as demonstrated by Misses
Vivian Mullen, Norma Philbrick,
Dorothy Petersen, Mary Ramsdell
and Alice and Dorothy Baum. The
show was directed by Sam Savitt.

WALDO THEATRE

SALE

GOLD

FISH

MARTIN EDEN”

THURSDAY, MARCH 12

(A thrilling drama of a sailor’s
attempt to free a man wrongfully
accused of mutiny. Adapted
frem the ordinal story by Jack
London, whose sea stories are an
integral part of American fic

SPECIAL CRYSTAL BOWL, STONES, FOOD
ANO GRASS

tion).

Cast includes:
Glen Ford, Claire Trevor, Stuart
Erwin, Ian MacDonald

Evelyn Keyes

PoMed bv Center

-----

N Hamilton, Ontario, the Canadian Active Army maintains a technical
trade school where 2000 bright, young soldiers at a time are given
their final grooming in the trades at which they must be experts in this
age of mechanical warfare. They run the gamut of instruction from
carpentry to electrical engineering and when they have passed their
examinations at the end of the gruelling course they are sent overseau
almost immediately to join the 110,000 Canadians now on active service
abroad. The photograph shows two members of the Tank Corps, wearing
their distinguishing berets, working on a special cutaway model of a tank
engine at tb* school in Hamilton.

The boys and girls of this city
and the country at large are be
ing imposed upon by, a manufac
turer of badges who advertises
the formation of Junior Air Raid
Warden groups for the national
defense effort. The scheme Is
to sell the youngsters
merely
badges. with no official status
whatever. As a matter of fact, such
unauthorized activities could only
complicate the work of the air
raid wardens. There is plenty of
legitimate work that boys and
girls not already engaged In de
fense effort, can do, and Chief Air
Raid Warden Cook earnestly urges
all such youngsters to contact
their air raid warden post and get
a definite assignment. tliat will
help the defense effort. The junior
air raid warden plan is not legi
timate.
. City Clerk E. R. Keene annouheed this morning that the
1942 dog tax tags and licenses had
arrived and may be obtained
his office In the city building.
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Tiie Japs would like
to tee you dress
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like a scare crow
Bot Americans don't scare that
>-rt •"» A
’
r
easily.

They

know

pretty important . . .
) : <. , t . i .. .
that the best way to
. Z* < r • • '| *■
chin up is to shave

morale

is

they know
»
keep your
#*»» •
every day

and look as though you meant

♦ »
that business was

business and

good.
You should

by all means dress

well this Spring in new clothing
j

i ■■

that will look like new for many

Springs to come.

The Suits and Topcoats ar«
•»:
1. » ready.

SUITS
$25.00 to $45.00
*

/

TOPCOATS
$25.00 to $40.00

No Deliveries—Telephone Orders Held Only
Until Saturday Noon

also
NEW SHIRTS. TIES, HATS

SALE PRICE 29c
H. H. CRIE & CO.

GREGORY’S

PAINTS, HARDWARE, SPORTING GOODS

328 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND, ME.

1 c? '

IT «

'(

TEL »4
418 MAIN BT, ROCKLAND. MB.

WALDOBORO
MRS LOUISE RHULiJR
Correspondent

| SHE LOVED SPY
jflfi

Evfcry-Othcr-Day
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THE 8TORY SO FAR: Joan Leland,
secretary to Importer Arthur Mulford, Is
discharged by him and refused any ex
planation.
She takes a similar post
■with handsome Karl Miller, proprietor
«f a night club who pays her generously
lor unusual late hours of work. He gets
her sister Sybil a new Job and Joan
falls In love with him. His club man
ager, Paul Sherman, warns her about
Karl, but refuses to give any reason,
and later rescues her from the unwanted
lovemaking of Erie Strom, Karl’s busi
ness partner. Sybil suspects Karl’s mo
tives but Joan defends him. They board
a freighter-ship, apparently, as a lark,
and as they leave, Joan notices that
Paul Sherman had followed them. She
remains silent about this. Later Karl
sends Joan with a package to the
freighter captain. Paul follows, again
warns her. One night before Christmas
Eric arrives suddenly and Karl asks
Joan to leave the office.
Now continue with the story.

CHAPTER VIII

Tel. 27

Mr. and Mis. Stanley Herrick of
Waban, MJass., were week-end guests
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. F.
B. Feyler.
Mrs. James Ix>ckery and Mrs. Ed
ward Cummings and son of Bath
w’ere Sunday callers at the home of
Mrs. Lilia Blaney.
Telephones have been installed re
cently in the homes of W. Everett
Shuman and Waldon D. Osier.
Harlcw Genthner has employ
ment in Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. Delmont Soule of
Pittsfield were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Soule.
Joan Waltz, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Perley Waltz, has returned
from State Street Hospital, Port
land, where she has been a surgical
patient.
Miss Helen Oldis of Rockland
upent Sunday with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Oldis.
Thomas Richards of Portland
spent Monday with his mother, Mrs.
W. A. Richards.
Mrs. Hilda Somes of Damariscotta
called on friends in town Sunday.
Mrs. Gladys Ba-ley of Boston
spent the week-end at. her home
here.
Mrs. Lillian Boggs and Ralph
Morse were in East Boston Sunday
to attend the funeral of their niece.
Miss Aurora DeMpsellis, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James DeMasellis.
Mrs. Leland Johnston is a surgi
cal patient at Knox Hospital, Rock
land.

1 The club was crowded with a gay
holiday group. Joan went into the
bar and took her place on a tall
stool.
“Something to drink. Miss Le
land?” one of the attendants asked.
“No. thank you,” Joan said, “I’m
waiting for Mr. Miller.” She looked
at her watch. Exactly ten o’clock.
She hoped Karl would not be long.
She was jealous of each moment
he spent with anyone else.
She was so deep in her own
"thoughts that she did not hear Paul
Sherman until he spoke a second
But It was Eric Strom who lay upon the floor. There was a gun be*
time.
side his hand.
GLEN COVE
“Fancy finding you here,” he was
Her green eyes were pleading | “Eric,” Karl went on, “tried to
Rev. George Woodward is in the
aaying as he caught her attention.
from a chalk-white face. ' Karl! double-cross me. You may observe
“I'm waiting for Karl.”
Marine Hcspital in Portland for
Karl! Answer me! You didn’t . . .
Paul smiled ruefully, “I might You couldn’t . . . Why that woild for yourself what has happened to I a minor operation.
him. That is the second reason that j Mrs. Lendall Merrill and son
ha ve known it.”
be . . . Murder!”
you
will do nothing.”
i “Are we going through this
Karl Miller smiled grimly as he
Joan
clutched the arms of her | Dennis have returned from Cam
again?” Joan asked. “It’s Christ took a cigarette from the silver box
for support. She compressed den Community Hospital.
mas time, Paul. I’m happy and I on his desk. “Some people might chair
her
lips
in a desperate attempt to
Mrs. Grace Rollins was guest
gion't want to quarrel with any- call it that,” he said without a trace
control her emotions.
I©ne.
— _ _ »»
last
Tuesday of Mrs. Mary Greg
of excitement.
Karl Miller advanced towards her. ory.
• • •
Paul’s brown eyes twinkled.
“And if you double-cross me, you
H’Even me?”
Mrs. Charlotte Farley recently
Joan leaned weakly against the know what to expect. Now do you
I “Even you,” she said firmly, desk. She was beyond fear, beyond understand?”
tendered a bridal shower to Miss
•’Let’s call a truce, shall we?”
tears. There was a terrible silence
“You wouldn’t dare!” Joan said Barbara Colby of Rockport. Those
' “It’s a deal. And to prove it, how in the office, a heavy dreadful si but the sightless eyes of Eric present were Mrs. Gertrude Stud
about a dance with me?”
lence. A silence intensified by Karl Strom refuted the statement.
ley, Mrs. Alice Fuller, Mrs. Grace
She hesitated, but Paul pulled her Miller's face, narrowed eyes, hard
She
covered
her
face
with
her
Hare. Mrs. Helen M. Gregory, Mrs.
mouth. A silence made more tense
to her feet.
hands
and
wept.
Helen H. Gregory, Mrs. Nellie An
I “I won't take no for an answer. by the stillness of Eric Strom’s body
It couldn’t be true. That wasn't drews, Mrs. Mildred Colby, Mrs.
Even Karl can’t begrudge me one upon the floor. Joan’s mind slowly
tried to put together the pieces of Karl, her Karl! He must be driven Alice Marston, Mrs. Winnie Bardance.”
Paul was an excellent dancer and this horrible picture. Karl had shot by desperation to turn against her. rows, Mrs. Betty Davis. Mrs. Ber
Joan was relieved that he seemed Eric—killed him. Beyond that she It was some horrible mistake. In a nice Freeman, Mrs. Hazel Wood
moment it would be over. He would
resigned to the situation. She really knew nothing.
■wanted to be friends with every
Her hand reached for the tele explain everything and hold her in ward. Mrs. Avis Tolman, Betty
Larrabee, Alice McDonald, Ruth
one, to share her happiness with phone. “I’m going to call the po his arms again.
But
Karl
was
saying,
“
You
know
the whole world.
Packard, Margaret Barrows, Bar
lice!”
nothing!
You
will
tell
no
one
what
There was pity in Paul Sherman's
bara Woodward. Allie M. Fuller,
Karl seized her arm with a vio
brown eyes but Joan did not see it lence that almost jerked it from its has occurred here tonight. We will Katherine Taylor, Barbara Wal
As light as a feather, she danced in socket. “You will do nothing of the go on as if nothing has happened.” dron, Beatrice Marston, Miss Emily
She wanted to laugh wildly, hys
,his arms. Over her head Paul’s se kind!”
Hall and Cynthia Eaton.
rious face belied his gay attempt at
She stared at him. Was this the terically, “Go on as if nothing had
happened
”
?
bantering conversation.
Karl Miller she knew? Was this
Karl wrapped the pistol in a hand
“You have the cutest turned-up hard-faced man the one who had
MEDOMAK
nose,” he informed her. “But it held her tenderly and murmured kerchief, put it in the safe, then
Miss Pauline McLain visited the
motioned to Paul. “Give me a
doesn’t suit the rest of you.”
“liebchen”?
past week with her aunt in Scuth
! “That’s a dubious compliment,”
Someone was pounding at the of hand.” Together they carried the Hiram.
Joan smiled.
fice door. Karl had locked it. Paul lifeless Eric Strom from the office.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Payson
“Your nose gives you away for Sherman’s voice came distinctly Joan could hear them descending
just what you are, a cute kid! Paul through the opaque glass panel. the fire escape, outside the back of and Mrs. John Clancy of Camden
laughed and so did she. Cute kid! “Joan! What’s going on in there? the building. What would they do were callers Sunday at Clifford
with Eric? The noise from the or Shuman's.
Karl called her beautiful, glamor Let me in!”
ous, exciting—Paul Sherman thought
Karl walked to the door and chestra must have prevented the
Mr. andd Mrs Thomas Carter
she was just a cute kid. It proved opened it “There has been an un sound of the shot from disturbing
and
Miss Laura Murphy visited
how much more sophisticated Karl fortunate accident,” he said calmly. the Club guests.
Sunda.v
with Hartland Carter at
Joan stared at the telephone. She
was. Yet if she had never met
Paul’s expression did not change.
Fort
McKinley.
was alone. It would be easy to call
Karl she would have been fond of “What happened?”
Paul. He was young, good-looking
Dennis McLain of Camp Edwards
Karl Miller smiled a little as he the police—but she was afraid. She
was afraid of the look in Karl Mil passed Thursday with his parents,
and intelligent. Karl, however, had regarded his white-faced manager.
ler’s eyes. There had been ruthless
so much more to offer. He had
"Joan was perfectly justified. Eric determination in those eyes. And Mr. and Mrs. Orrin McLain.
lived. He was experienced. There has
tried to annoy her before. You in the safe lay the gun that had
Granville Brow and Mr and
was a mystery about him that set
killed Eric. A gun bearing her fin Mrs. Bernard Brow of Friendship
him apart from all others. There can testify to that yourself.”
“Just what are you driving at?” gerprints. Paul had said he would were recent guests at C H. Shu
was even a subtle fascination about
Paul
demanded.
testify in support of Karl. What man's.
his guttural accent. Karl represent
Joan tried to speak but her lips chance would Joan Leland have?
ed power and strength. Karl . . .
Mrs. Susan Prior of Round Pond
“I’m still here.” Paul reminded would not move. What was Karl The evidence was conclusively is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Clara
saying? What did he mean?
against her. What was behind this
her, breaking into her dream.
“Joan shot Eric,” Karl Miller murder? Why Karl’s attitude, Paul's Genthner.
“Sorry,” Joan admitted. “I’d al
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Barter and
stated.
sudden change of front?
most forgotten.”
His
words
were
like
an
electric
family
of Boothbay were guests
She had no idea how long it was
The orchestra filed out for an in
shock.
“
I
didn
’
t!
Karl,
you
know
I
before Karl returned. He was alone. Sunday of relatives here.
termission.
i “I think I’ll go back to the of didn’t! You did it yourself! You
S. F. Studley made a visit Sun
“Let us understand each other,"
fice,” Joan said. “Karl said he’d shot him!”
he said, sitting dow’n at his desk. “It day at the home of his son in
She ran to Paul and clutched his would be most unfortunate if I were
send for me in ten minutes and it’s
arm.
“Paul, you believe me. don't to become involved with the police. Damiscotta.
.been much longer than that Eric
you?”
'Strom is there.”
1 am not an American citizen.”
Paul Sherman did not answer. He
| “Eric Strom!”
“You are a German?” Joan asked Miller now tnat sne knew the
did
not
even
look
at
her.
truth. A spy! So this was the mys
“That's right. And Karl didn't
“Your fingerprints are on the dully.
tery that she had once considered
seem too pleased about it.”
“Naturally, as is everyone else romantic and attractive! She looked
| “I wouldn’t advise you to go gun,” Karl said.
associated with me here at the at him now with loathing.
“But you told me to pick it up.” club.”
back then,” Paul said, frowning.
But Karl put a hand over hers.
1 “I'm worried,” she confessed, She could not believe her ears. Karl,
“Paul, too?”
“Be sensible, Joan. You're hysteri
the man she loved and trusted, had
•’about Karl.”
“Of course, Paul, too.” Karl Mil
“Karl can take care of himself,” turned against her. accusing her of ler smiled as he leaned towards her. cal at the moment but you'll be
all right. You have nothing to wor
a murder he had committed. It
Paul said, lighting a cigarette.
“You see we are engaged in certain
But Joan felt a sudden inner com was like some fantastic nightmare. activities which are necessarily very ry about. I’m very fond of you.
“I have no wish to turn you over
Is there any reason we should not
pulsion. “I’m going anyway,” she
private.”
to
the
police,
Joan.
We
will
forget
go on . .”
told PauL He made a step as if
Then at last Joan knew the (ruth.
The girl leaped to her feet. “I
to detain her, then apparently re about this little matter. No one This
was a spy ring. It must be. hate you, Karl Miller! And no mat
versing his decision, walked to the need know what has happened.”
Rage blazed in her green eyes. That explained everything — those ter what you say, I’m not afraid of
bar.
“
But
I haven’t done anything. I’tn mysterious letters to Mexico, Karl’s you!”
Joan hurried down the long corri
not
afraid
to go to the police! And reticence. The Club Elite was only
His hands were on her shoulders.
dor exactly as she had done so
a
blind.
But
why
was
Karl
telling
I
’
m
going
to
tell
them
the
whole
“
You
don't mean that, liebchen!”
many times before. But fear has
her this?”
(To Be Continued)
tened her footsteps, fear for Karl. [ story.
“I trust you now,” Karl said with
She was not speaking to the Karl
She did not trust Eric Strom. She
had been alarmed by his expression. Miller she had loved. This man a wry smile. “You are in much
too deep to get out. Not-only would
“If anything happens to Karl . . .” was a stranger.
IF YOU WANT
you
be held for murder, but you
“
You
will
not
go
to
the
police!
”
she thought
are
implicated
just
as
much
as
the
As she reached the door she heard His voice cut like a whip.
A Weaker or
Pau) Sherman stared straight rest of us. You recall the portfolio
the two men arguing violently. Then
Cheaper Bleach
there was a shot followed by a ahead of him, seeming to see or you delivered to the freighter?”
hear nothing.
She stared at him without answer
crash.
—ADD 3 PARTS OF
“I will!” Joan cried hysterically, ing.
“Karl!” Joan screamed, flinging
WATER
TO 1 PART OF
turning
towards
the
door.
“
That
envelope
contained
very
©pen the door.
Karl's powerful aflm stopped her valuable information. Information
GENUINE
But it was Eric Strom who lay
upon the floor. There was a gun and forced her roughly into a chair. enough to convict you on many
"There are two reasons why you counts. You were seen delivering
beside his hand.
Her eyes sought Karl’s fearfully. will not. The first—if you do I will that envelope by several people. One
“He killed himself?” she faltered. testify that you shot Eric, and Paul of them happened to be Paul Sher
MAGIC
Karl shut the door. “Pick up that will back me up.”
man.”
Her
pleading
eyes
turned
to
Paul.
gun!" he commanded.
Little by little Joan Leland’s con
WATER
Shuddering. Joan obeyed, placing He would not fail her.
fused brain began to see the pic
But he said coolly. “I’m afraid ture. And she knew that what Karl
it upon the desk.
On the market for 40
“Karl!” She r«u to him, seizing that's right.”
years. Full 32-ounce
said was true. She was in too deep
“But you can't! It isn't true! KarL to get out But she must get out!
bis arm, staring into his face, which
bottle.
Accept no
sabstitnte.
had no glint of emotion in it. "Dar- why are you doing this? Paul! Help She could not, would not continue
me! I don’t understand.”
uig. vou didn't kill tUD) ‘”

COTE’S

to have aoytluqf lg. (jo wittx Karl

UNION

WARREN

Civil Defense Notes
The following women have enrolled
in the recently organized motor
ALENA L. 3TARRS7TT
j corps, under the cha'Tmanship of
Correspondent
Mrs. Avis Nichols of the Head-ofBBBB
. the-Lake: Myra Cooley, Edna Brann,
Tel. 4»
Mildred Merrifield, Jane Jones, Min
nie Creamer. Dorothy Creamer of
A Republican Caucus will be held Washington; Carolyn Williams, Dor
Wednesday at 1.30 at the Town cas Thurston, Pearl Athearn, Estella
House, to choose a new town com- Hannon, Sarah'Day.'Arlene Brown
mittee, and to select delegates and Ruth Barker, Hope Leach, Charlotte
alternates to attend the Republi- Clark. Edith Howard and Mrs. Nich
can State Convention, in Portland, ols of this town. The motor me
April 1 and 2. It ts necessary to chanics section in the course is being
have seven members present to given by Lucius F. Barker, and Edgar
make a quorum.
Barker, and will be followed by
Mrs. Ella Cunningham will be stretcher drill, close order drill, con
chairman Wednesday at the E. A. voy driving, map reading, and chemi
Starrett Auxiliary, at which din cal warfare, at the gymnasium of
ner for members only, will be the High (School. Before receiving
served at noon.
motor corps certificates, all class
Mrs. Ella Cunningham will be the members must have certificates in
dinner committee chairman Wed standard and advanced first aid.
Mrs. Nichols, as chairman, has ap
nesday at the E. A. Starrett Aux
iliary, S.U.V., which will serve din pointed a ways and means commit
tee, which includes Minnie Creamer
ners to members only.

VINALHAVE!

SENTER < CRANE'S

MRS. EMMA WINSLO]
Correspondent

peVaicis Commandery. K
installation of officer
inspection Friday n;
dinner was served at
ttee of Sir Knigh'
,insisting of Mrs. O V Di
Peterson, Mrs. Leroy
p. F. Ames and M
Ijarver. Inspection of tl
nidery was made by Ineralissimo Albert E
^ompanied by Em. Sir
urjtrcm as Grand Warn
|,rf members ot St Alba
Lndery of Portland.

You
CAN HELP
WIN THE WAR
When you buy Defense Bonds or Stamps you—
1. Lend the needed money to* Uncle Sam for

arms.

L inspection

2.

Every dollar in Defense Bonds is an infla
tion preventer.

has been spending a few days with
her aunC Mrs. A. T. Norwood.
A group of Waldoboro Finnish
residents will give a Red Cross bene
fit program, coffee and dance at
Glover hall, Saturday at 7 p. m. The
receipts of all ticket sold at tne
door, and refreshment tickets will
be given entirely to the Red Cross,
the group ln charge of the benefit
to bear all expenses.
The
Congregational
Ladies’
Circle will serve a supper Thurs
day with this committee: Mrs. Ilda
Russell. Mrs. Julia Watts, Mrs.
Edna White. Mrs. Grace Campbell,
and Mrs. Abbie Newbert.
Mrs. Davis of Rockland Is car
ing for Mrs. Henrietta French,
who is recovering from illness.
Miss Carolyn Hayden is spend
ing a week's vacation with her
parents Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Hay
den in West Newton, Mass.
Harry Boothby, High School
sub-master, is spending a part of
the vacation at his home in Par
sonfield.
Mrs. Etta Butler, who has 'been
caring for Mrs. Ella Caler. has re

ton; Charlotte Clark, Estella Han
non and Arlene Brown of this town;
and Carolyn Williams of South
Union, a committee of one on
stretchers. The class will have four
stretchers, with the town of Wash
ington to donate one for use. Class
secretary is Mrs. Dorcas Thurston
of this town.
Twenty from this tewn, students
of Eddie Dodge, in first aid, attend
ed the social get-together Saturday
night, which he sponsored for his
first aid students in this and
neighboring counties, at the Ca.nden Opera House.
A class of 15 has been enrolled for
the Red Cross Nutrition Course, of
which Mrs. Florence Calderwood is
the chairman. Lessons will be
started as soon as an instructor is
assigned.
Miss Evelyn Danforth has aided
the volunteer placement bureau of
which M3rs. Robert McKinley is
chairman, with typing and tele
phoning.

3.

Money in Defense Bonds will be available
for post-war spending—preventing de
pression.

&
fa
2-

Frankly we had rather sell you Defense
Bonds and Stamps than clothes. Clothes can

hLndery
Greenleaf, guards
I
will attend Easte

wait.

Im

I

START HOARDING DEFENSE BONDS AND

THE CALL TO THE COLORSI
CALL FOR

DOLLARS

Strike hard.

Our boys

need the planes, ships, and guns which
your money will help to buy.

Go to your bank, post office, or savings and

loan association.

Union Church Eastei ■

The Lions C’.ub w.ll
hpril 1-8 ,he colleetic
[newspapers, magazines,

STAMPS

S If you suffer MON1

E
which makes y

Nervous
If at such times

you’re annoyed by

backache, distress
of ‘‘irregularities," a bloat
ing, periods of tbe blues
functional monthly disturt
try Lydia E. Pinkhams V
Compound. This famous J;l
only helps relieve month
but also tired, nervous fee
such days when due to thi
Lydia Pinkham s Conn;
one medicine you can bu
made especially for womr\
regularly it helps build u|
ance against such sympto;

EAST LIBERTY

Sightseeing Students
The 10 meirtbers of the senior
class left this morning on the bus
for a three-day trip to Boston.
---«>•
They will be accompanied by Prin
KEEP 'EM FLYING
cipal Wilbur Connon of Rockland,
sub-master, Harry Boothby of
Parsonfield, and Miss Carolyn Hay
Some 40.COO American trucks were
den, assistant, who will join them sent overseas during the first World
in Boston. They will stay at the War, 33,000 going to France.

Dig deep.

made bv r
Under E. H. BradstrcL Past Commander G
Lwry 3S Grand Marshal
L p.. A. E. Andei
Lflite. The fellow ng offi
Ltalled: O. V. Drew, E
grad treeL C. G ; F F
$ Leo W. Lane. J. W (
: lawry. Ex. Prelate: A
, treasurer; C. L. Boman
> L. Roberts, standar
Janies E. Snow, sword
■A Peterson, warder; E

cramps, headaches, J

Philip Alley and family of Frank
fort and Mr. and Mirs. Clarence
Dana Cotton of Augusta, direc Johnson and daughter of Thorn
tor of vocational guidance, in the dike were visitors Sunday of Mr.
State Department of 'Education, and Mrs. W . L. Grant.
will be the guest speaker Friday
Mrs. Burton A. Eastman has been
at the Woman’s Club. A Parent- visiting her daughter, Mrs. Paul
Teacher program will be given
Nickerson. Belfast.
with Supt. Frank D. Rowe, the
Fred W. Hooper is home from
chairman. Hostesses will be Mrs.
Bath
for two weeks.
Abbie Newbert, Miss Carolyn Hay
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Reynolds and
den, Mrs. Lina Smith, Mrs. Flor
son
Charles of Beverly, Mass., were
ence Davis, Mrs. Inez Mathews,
week-end
visitors at the home of
Mrs. Grace Cunningham, and Mrs.
relatives
here.
Annie Lehto. This will be an open
A son was born Feb. 2.1 to Mr. and
meeting and all parents and citi
Mrs.
Ivan O. Davis (Ivan Anthony).
zens are invited.
Mrs.
Davis and child are at the
Defense Notes
home of Mrs. Barclay Miller in
Thirty women have enrolled for Appleton.
the nutrition classes under the
Liberty town meeting was held
chairmanship of Miss Muriel
March 2. These officers were elect
French, and with Miss Barbara
ed: Moderator, Merle E. Jones;
Orff of the home service depart
clerk, J. P. Sanford; selectmen, asment, Central Maine Power Co.,
j sessors and overseers of poor, W.
as instructor. Taking the course j
R. Cole, Roy M Trask and Clarence
are chairmen of the organizations
M. Howes; treasurer, J. F. Burkill;
who will also enter the canteen
tax collector, Arthur M. Boynton;
course under the chairmanship of
schcol committee, C. C. Bank; road
Mrs. Bertha Drewett, who has ap
j commissioners, Walter L. Grant,
pointed: Congregational Church
Forrest Jewett and Maurice Towle.
Circle, Miss Frances Spear; Bap
ii
tist Ladies’ Circle, Mrs. Grace
Bellevue Hotel, and will have two
Wyllie; Mystic Rebekah Lodge.
days of sight seeing. They will be
Mrs. Edna Moore; E. A. Starrett
guests for dinner one night at
Auxiliary, SUV., Mrs. Louella
Crockett; White Oak Grange, Mrs. Miss Hayden’s home in West New
Sadie Moody; Goodwill. Grange, ton. Mass, and will visit the Totem
Pole, a night club, and one eve
Mrs. Edna Barrett.
ning will attend a hockey game at
Miss Orff at the first class meet
the Boston Garden.
ing (minted out the factors which
Those who are to go, arc, How
influence diet and told of the re
ard
Borneman, Lowell Moody. Jr.,
quirements of an adequate diet. At
Sherman Simmons, Edward Wil
the second meeting foods for en
ergy will be taken up. and menus son. Harold Moore, Paul Oxton,
and Misses Evelyn Smith, Ruth
arranged by the class will be
Starrett, Catherine Wren, and
scored. Members will also have
Glenice French. A part of the
prepared eight questions each on
class will return home Friday with
food for energy.
Principal Connon, but the majority
The canteen course will follow
are to remain in Boston and vi
the completion of the nutrition
course. Mrs. Drewett, chairman, cinity with relatives over the week
end.
has appointed Mrs. Helen Borneman and Miss Muriel French her
sub-chairmen.
The home nursing class which
BUY
meets Wednesday at the Village
DEFENSE
STAMPS
school, will study taking of the
BONDS
temperature at the next meeting.

fcSSi

insta!

Ifntmel", Ixroy E Ames

turned to East Warren.

A

an

Leers was

Mrs. Gertrude Clark of Portland and Dorothy Creamer of Washng-

IS

■ gvcrv-Other-Day

Tell them you want to buy

Defense Bonds regularly, starting now.

IN EVERYBODY’S COLUMN
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five

-

Worf/;

small words to a line.

Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called I. e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierGasette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

LOST AND FOUND

TO LET

BUNDLE of two blankets with tools
lost from Perry's Mkt. Park St. to
Pleasant St. crossing. LEWIS BURNS.
Snow Shipyard.
30-32

PLEASANT heated room to let. cen
tral location
TEL. 970-M
30 32
5-ROOM first floor tenement to let
lights, toilet, garage, cellar. Apply 13
MAVERICK ST.___________________ 30*32
3 ROOM apt. to let, lights, water,

Two-years-old male collie lost. Light
brown with white points, name ‘•Rex”.
Finder notify HAROLD BOGGS. Tel
Warren, 32-21.
28-30

at Simonton Corner.

MRS. GEORGE

MORTON, Camden.
29*31
ROOMS to let on Beech St
TEL
SMALL black aud white female
29-30
Shepherd dog lost. Tel. 45 4. GEORGE 1328-M.
TILLSON, Meadow Rd., Thomaston.
FURNISHED apt. to let. 3 room28-30 Heated. Bath and garage. Inquire 192
Llmerock St.. TEL 626.
29*31
ALL modern unfurnished
epart
ment, centrally located, 5 rooms anti
bath, harwood floors. Adults onlv
TEL. 1265 or 149
29*31
REAL estate: Free folder describing,
HOUSE
to
let
at
28
Elm
St
.
all
new
with prices. 50 properties ln Knox and
Lincoln counties. New farm listings bath. Inquire 24 Elm St.. TEI, 5'f> '
_____________________ ____ 30*32
solicited. F. H. WOOD, Court House,
Rockland.
30-35
APARTMENT of 4 unfurnished room to let, with bath. Inquire at 12 Knox
PACKARD 4-door sedan. 1937. for Bt.. TEL. 156-W.
21 fi
sale, reasonable price. Car and tires
HIGH
6t.
—
30
—
Brand
new
heated
clean and good condition. Write C-G
apartments, strictly modern, three
101, care P. O. BOX 329. Rockland
30 32 rooms, bath, electric stoves and re
frigerators.
MRS. JOSEPH DONDIS
27-tf
BOAT for sale. 37 ft. long WALLACE Tel 38-M. 69 Beech St.
YOUNG, Vinalhaven.
30*35
ROOMS to let at 15 Orove St Tel
27-tf
FARM for sale ln East Union. 42 579 W. FLORA COLLINS
acres wood lot. 15 acres tillable. 7room house, large barn. E. L. LEN
FEST, 2 Chestnut St.. Camden.
30-tf

FOR SALE

USED cars for sale: 1939 Chevrolet
Master Town Sedan, radio and heater:
1939 Chevrolet Master Coupe, heater,
1938 Plymouth De Luxe Touring Sedan,
heater: 1937 Dodge Touring Sedan,
heater: 1935 Ford 2-door Sedan; 1934
Ford Coupe. All these cars have good
tires. E O. PHILBROOK & SON. 632
Main St.. Rockland.
29 31
35 BUSHELS American Rutabaga
Turnips for sale; also "2 cows. 6 years
old, with calf 3 weeks old, 2 heifers,
2 years old with calls 3 weeks old
CHARLES H PLUMMER. The Auc
tioneer. North Appleton. Me.
28 tf
PRESSED hay for sale, standing oak
and pine trees, also farm Implements.
W. L. MERRIAM. Union, Me . Tel. 7-5
28 30
LIVE bait for sale. H. H. CRIE. 328
Main St.. City.
27-tf
HARD coal for sale, stove and nut
115.50; Pocahontas soft coal *10.25. J B
PAULSEN
SON. Tel 62. Thomaston
27-tr
D. & H. hard coal, egg, stove, nut
*15.50 per ton, del. Nut size and run
of mine New River soft, not screened
•10.25 ton del M. B * C. O. PERRY.
519 Main St.. Tel. 487.
27-tf

EGGS AND CHICKS
DAY-old cockerels, for sale *5 per
hundred. Tel. 532. H. W. LITTLE. 360
Broadway.
27-tf

gaff”

CLEMENTS Chicks—“Stand the
of heavy, profitable production be
cause they have years of finest breed
ing behind them. Customers report
excellent results. You can get them
too. Pullet chicks ln all breeds Write
for free complete catalog. CLEMENTS
BROTHERS FARMS. Rt. 33. Winterport, Me.

WANTED

TWO ladles over 25 wanted, nea'.
ambitious, for position ln local ter
rltory for National Grocery Concprn
Full or part time. Sales exp-rl-n e
unnecessary. Write MISS EDDTE 231
Johnson Ave.. Newark. N J.
30*32
ATTRACTIVE girl, aged 21-28. want
ed. permanent position
Addre:- C-o
101. care P. O. BOX 329.
30-3?
HOUSEKEEPER wanted or middle
aged couple st Rore Hill Farm. Cres
cent Beach MILTON T LUFKIN
30
SECOND hand chronometers, baro
meters. tell-tale compasses a.id
tants wanted. Will call. Write P O
BOX 725, Rockland
29*31
STOVES and furnaces wanted In
any condition
C
E
GROTTON
Tel 1091 W. 138 Camden St.
29 31
WOMAN wanted for general home
work and ironing To go home night
558 Main St.. or TEL 506
28-30
WAITRESS, wanted, age 21-26. for
attractive cocktail lounge. Hotel Rock
land, experience not necessary Give
references. Reply HOTEL ROCKtANP
____
28-30
MIDDLE aged woman wanted for
general housework Four ln family
Write "O C.” care Courler-Oazette
_____________
28 .30
TWO men wanted to cut pine lum
ber; also wood choppers. K W DEAN
South Hope____________________ 27*32
1’URNflum wanted to upholster,
cal'ed for and delivered T J FI EM
ING. 19 Birch St. Tel 212-W
27-tf

tf'<

fi

PPORTUNITY

MISCELLANEOUS
MEDIUM: Two questions answered
by letter Send stamped envelope 25c
RUTH MATHIAS. 12 Third St . Ban
gor, Me.
29*59

TO whom 16 may concern. I will
no longer be responsible for any bills
contracted by my wife Mrs. Blanche
M Post. ODORGE H. POST. Waldo
boro. Feb. 18. 1942.
•

*WANT-ADS

ANDREW Reklla. Shoe Repairing
8hop, 568 Main St., opposite Perry’s
ooal yard.
27-tf
LIGHT trucking,
waste
aewing machlne repairing.

WATSON, TeL 314-5

removal-

ijwat

26*31

The Courier-Gazette
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| etc. Anyone wishing to dispose of
I any of this material may notify
any member of the club or tele
• ft ft ft ft
phone 73, and the material will be
MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
called for. The proceeds will be
Correspondent
! added to the club's charity fund.
1 'Mrs. Ella Landry who was guest
peValcis Commandery, K. T„ held of her daughter Mrs. John Went.jvt.illation of officers and offl- i worth, has returned to Portland.
mspection Friday night, a sea: Mrs. Dorothy Ciayter enter,.<1 dinner was served at 6.30 by a tained at lunch and bridge Fri-mttee of Sir Knights’ wH-.J?ay Mrs’ Frances Gilchrist, MLss
t,
___ -Louise Libby, Mrs. Betty Brag
;;,ting oi Mrs. O. V. Drew, Mrs.
dcn, Miss Helen Orcutt, Mrs. Anne
A Peterson, Mrs. Leroy E. Ames, Carver, Miss Phyllis .Black and
p F Ames and Mrs A. E. M:ss Doris Russell, honors at cards
_ .;yer
Inspection of the Ccn- going to Mrs Bragdon and Miss
rdeiv was made by Em. Grand Orcutt.
x
-.-rerali imo Albert E. Anderson,]
Mrs. Fdith Vinal who has Seen
jnj .inied by Em. Sir Albert Ut- i
making an extended visit with her
rr .n as Grand Warder. Both I
daughter Mrs. Rcnald Gillis in
members of St. Albans ComNcrth Haven has returned home.
, ce:
of Portland.
Following
She was accompanied by Mrs. Gil
a. pection an installation of
lis who spent a short time here.
: was made by Fast Com-,
Mrs. Victor Shields entertained
!■1 F H. Bradstreet. assisted
Wednesday
at a Vanishing Tea.
- t Commander George A.
Those
present
were Mrs. Ada
> Grand Marshal, and Em.
0 A. E. Andersen as Grand Creed, Mrs. Althea Bickford and
The fellow ng officers were , Mis’ Beulah Drew.
O. V. Drew, E. C.; E. H. I MrsHarvard
Burgess
and
'*■
i :cet. C. G ; F. F. Ames, S. daughters Louise and Beatrice
Leo W. Lane. J. W; George A. j sPpnt Friday in Rockland.
,!•. Ex. Prelate: A. E. Carver.1 Pequot Tribe I.O.R.M. raise their
. tier; C. L. Boman, recorder; chiefs March 13.
I. Roberts, standard bearer; ' The Red Cross will meet WedPi Snow, sword bearer; A. nesdaV at the Latter Day Saints
Pi tenon, warder; E. M Hall, Church. As there is new work,
nil; Leroy E. Ames and Edw. there will be an all day meeting.
Mr.s. Herbert Patrick and Mrs.
- Greenleaf, guards. The Comifiov will attend Easter services Mary Wentworth were recent visitors in Rockland.
Union Church Easter Sunday.
Union Church Circle will meet
The I 10ns Club will undertake
Thursday.
Simper will be served
I ;1 1-11 the collection of old
at
5.30;
housekeepers.
Mrs. Clyde
.ispapers, magazines, cardboard
McIntosh. Mrs. Nellie Nickerson,
Mrs. Charles Smith and Miss Alice
If you suffer MONTHLY
i
Whittington.
Mrs. Dora Boman was hostess
Thursday to the Bridge 8 Club.
which makes you
Supper was served. These present
were Mrs. Agnes Smalley, Mrs.
Beulah Drew. Mrs. Sada Robbins,
Mrs. Tena Christie, Mrs. Hilma
Webster, Mrs. Blanche Kittredge
and
Mrs. Gertrude Hall. Honors at
If at such times
you’re annoyed by
I cards went to Mrs. Smalley, Mrs.
rramps, headaches,
j Webster and Mrs. Hall.
backache, distress
Mrs. I. W. Fifield and Mrs. B.
of irregularities,” a bloated feei
ng, periods of the blues — due to
K.
Smith were among the visitors
functional monthly disturbances —
Thursday in Rockland.
try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound. This famous liquid not
Henry Swears
nly helps relieve monthly pain
but also tired, nervous feelings of
The death of Henry Swears, 79,
such days when due to this cause.
occurred March 7 at his home at
1 ydia Pinkham’s Compound is
iif medicine you can buy today,
Granite Island. Mr. Swears was
made especially for women—taken
born here son of Charles Henry
regularly it helps build up resist
ance against such symptoms. Fol
and
Susan (Conway) Swears. He
low label directions. Worth trying!,
was married to Miss Martha Has-
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FEMALE PAIN
WEAK,CRANKY
Nervotss-
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Additional
h for three times. Five

called I. e. advertlsesent to The Courieridditional.

PUT US
DOWN FOR
PLFNTV UNCLE.
PLENTY/

Mr. and Mrs. Ncrman McCorri
son
are guests cf Mr. McCorrison’s
Z^7
mother, Mrs. Maisie Gray.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ahearn are
in Portland where the former has
employment.
Capt. and Mrs. Albert Ccombs of
Deer Isle, Mr. and Mrs Ralph Bar
ter. Carl Morey, Lena Morey, Mrs.
Hattie McGuffie and Ava Rich re
cently visited Albert Rich at Cas
tine Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wing are
in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Beal are oc
cupying Reginald Greenlaw’s house.
Dr. and Mrs. B Lake Ncyes at
tended the funeral of Dr. Noyes
brother-in-law, Walter Tomkins, in
Milbrook. N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs Jack Rich and sen
Calvin are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
1 sen who died several years ago.
Calvin Stinscn.
Mr. and Mrs. Aldo Cioinei are in
He is survived by one daughter
Bath where Mr Cioinei has employ
Mrs. Ellen Davis of Rockland;
ment.
three sons Orrin, Claude and Rich
Mrsv Carrie Hutchinson has re
ard all of this place; one half-sis
turned
from a visit with her daugh
ter, Mrs. Lucy Wadsworth; two
ter Mrs. Virginia Cole in Sunset.
half-brcthers, Joseph and Leonard (
Bradley Sawyer has been home
Swears and five grandchildren.
from
Portland a week on account cf
Funeral services will be held to
illness.
day at the home. Rev C. S. Mit
Mrs. Geneya Tracy ad Capt. Otis
chell officiating. Interment will be
Shephard
were married Maich I
in Bayview cemetery. Bearers will |
by
Elder
Newman
Wilson.
be Clyde Ames, “Ted” McDonald, ;
Mrs.
Dora
Byer
and son Philip of
Francis Anthony and Fred Fer- j
Roxbury
are
visiting
Mrs. By°r‘s
nald.
father,. Simon Freedman.
Marion Webb. Mrs. Virginia Phil
brook and sen Paul cf Vinalhaven
are guests cf the Stephen Webbs.
Rockbound Rebekah Lodge with
the other Lodges of the district were
entertained Friday by Center Har
bor Ledge in Brocklin. Harvey Can
dage, Paul System and Leonard
BIRD MOTIF:
A gay red bird ia
Judkins
took 14 from here. Degrees
posed for flight atop thia white
straw
toque.
Bonita
Granville
se

were
conferred
cn one candidate. A
tnat un neeoi mon
Kil l »RIH
lected it for her personal wardrobe banquet was served to the attend
while appearing in William Die- ance of 100.
terle’s “Syncopation” at RKO, rails
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Parker of
attention lo the vivacious veiling.
South
Brewer were recent guests of
It is pale green, colorful comple
ment to the red bird, and ia worn Mr. and Mrs. Everett Kntwlton.
The Romans brought thc onion
as a snood in bark.
Russell Hopkins, Lester Farns
from Egypt and improved it. In
worth of Jcncsport. Mr. Billings and
the time of Agrippa. 30 B. C., thc
The thermos bottle was used by Robert Condon of Brooksville and
Romans had developed a great
Myron Harding cf Southwest Har
many varieties, one of which pro- 1 the Tibetans over 400 years ago.
bor are all employed as ship car
duced onions weighing as much as
penters at the Yacht Basin and are
Buv Defense Bonds and Stamps
eight pounds.
bearding at the Richards House.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Conary are
in Portland where Mr. Conary has
employment.
Recommended to receive the Red
Cross Nutritizn Course Certificate
are; Gladys Arey, Winifred Baibcur.
Izora Brown, Essie Cioinei, Gertrude
Clarke, Mary Cousins, Mary Good
rich, Gwendolyn Konwlton, Eleanor
McGuire and Iva Morey.
Irene
Smith w’as the instructor.
This ccmmunity was shocked and
saddened to learn of the death of
Carl Meline who was an engineer on
the tanker. W. D. Andersen, bombed
off the coast of Flcrida. Mr. Meline
was cne cf the “heme town boys”
and both he and Mrs. Meline have
many friends here. He leaves an
aged father, Albert Meline, who is
now in Philadelphia.

St-

MR

Americas Flying Might!

TO LET
INT heated room to let. cenlon
TEI, 970-M_______ 30 32
I first floor tenement to let
Tet. garage. cellar. Apply 13
ST____ ______________ 30*32
apt to let. lights, water,
ton Corner
MRS GEOROE
Camden.
29*31

to let on Beech St

IT’S OUST A LITTLE.
PIECE OF PAPER.- BUT
JTS OUR PASSPORT
HAPPINESS ANO
^EDOM.

Elsa Bartlett has returned to
Bucksport after passing a week with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Bartlett.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Grcss and
Mr and Mrs. Francis Gross and
daughter are visiting relatives here.

TEL

__ ______
29-30
HED apt. to let. 3 rooms
ath and garage. Inquire 192
St
TEL 626.
29*31
lodern unfurnished
apart
itrally located. 5 rooms and
rwood floors. Adults onlv.
or 149
20*31
t > let at 28 Ftlrn~aT~aiT new
ulre 24 Elm St.. TEI, 50. ’
30*32
IENT of 4 unfurnished rooms
ih hath. Inquire at 12 Knox
156-W_______ _
21 ti
30 - Brand new heated
strictly modern, three
ith. electric stoves and reMRS JOSEPH DONDIS
69 Beech St
27-tf
th let at 15 Orove St7~Tei
ora COLLINS.
27-tr

MAKE
EVERY

PAY DAY

BOND DAY

WANTED

Private Jonet

dies over 25 wanted, neat,
for position ln local ter
National Grocery Concern
• rt

time

Sales

:

exp-rlerve

v Write MISS F.DDTE. 231
ive . Newark. N J.
30'32
riVE girl._aged_2r-2«?“want-’
ient position
Addre • <. C-O
_O. BOX 329.
30-32
EEPER wan’ed or middle
e t Rore Hill Farm. Cres
MIITON T LUFKIN
30 32

rtence not necessary

Give

Reply HOTEL ROCKLAND
______________ 28-30
aged woman wanted for
•usework Four ln family.
C." care Courier Gazette
28 30
11 wanted to cut pine lnm>od choppers. K W DEAN.
* _ ___________________ 27*32

'RE wanted

to

upholster,

•nd delivered T .1 FI KM
rch St . Tel 212-W
27-tf

ORTUNliy
\A

•

L':

. - ' 2* -........'

hand chronometers, haro-

'I tale compa-ses a.id tex
ted Will call
Write P. O.
Rockland.
29‘31
nnd furnaces wanted ln
Itlon
C. E
GROTTON
Camden St
29 31
wanted for general houseronitiK To go home nights,
t . or TEI,. 506
28-30
'S wanted, age 21-26. for
' ’cktail lounge. Hotel Rock-

•>:

r
7.--

'

A

v •:•••-

“To be prepared for war is one of the

most effectual ways ot preserving peace .

ff

these words the world was a much

That is why the United States is hurry
ing to make itself the strongest nation

smaller

on earth.

When

George
place.

Washington

spoke

Transportation

and

were such
that it took considerably longer for

communication

facilities

anything to happen than it does today.
But there are certain thoughts that

were as true then as they are now.
This “preparation for war for the pres
ervation of peace” is one of them.

Your newspaper plays an important
part in the preservation of peace by
keeping its readers informed of their
country’s progress in preparation of
war. Under the freedom guaranteed it
in the Constitution, the American Press
fearlessly voices the sentiments of the
American people.

T3he AMERICAN PRESS DEMANDS

ANT-ADS
ourier-Gazette

r3he WORLD’S GREATEST AIR FORCE

The Belle of the Barracks—despite
tonnage! Her secret—Rumford Bak
ing Powder. (Not face powderl)
Rumford helps you make the beat
cakes and cookies that ever tickled a
private’s palate! All-phosphate! FREE:
NEW booklet, containing dozens of
bright ideas to improve your baking.
Address: Rumford Baking Powder,
Box B, Rumford, Rhode Island.

VINALHAVEN
AND ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle an Hant, Swans'
Island and Frenchboro
Effective Sept. 16. 1941
Eastern Standard Time
FALL AND WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Up
Read Down
P.M.
AJf.
5.39 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. fi.OO
Ar. 4.40
6J0 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 3-30
730 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 2.45
8.30 Ly. Vinalhaven,
Lv. 1-30
9.45 Ar. Rockland,
111-tT

Page Five

NORTH HAVEN

Amusing Glasses Delight
Children at Meal Time

Mr ond Mrs. Jasper Chapin of
Isle au Haut au Haut and Ston
ington
were
recent
over-night
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Irven
Simpson.
Mrs. Floyd Duncan has returned
home after several months in the
South, the greater part of the time
, being spent at the home of her
son-in-law and daughter, Capt.
and Mrs. Asbury Sappington of
Anniston. Ala.
Lawrence Beverage was hcine
from Lynn, Mass., over the week
end.
Miss Doris Brown is a patient at
Knox Hcspital where she under
went an appendectomy operation
Friday, from which she is making
satisfactory recovery. She was ac
companied to Rcckland by her
mother, Mrs. Foy W Brown.
Mrs. Agnes M.lls is visiting at
the home of her son Merle Mills
in Rockland.
William Lobley was home frem
Camden last week, guest at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Lester
Sherer.
Leen Crockett and Ira Curtis
were heme from Portland fcr the
week-end.

FOUR-YEAR-OLD Joy Pattison points to the glass with the pink and
green elephants pn it as Jerrold Greene, also age <, pours the milk for
the party. Children love these brightly colored glasses and drink their
milk eagerly when they see the animated characters pictured on the
tumblers. Safedge rim, a scientific discovery, protects young mouths
because of the strong glass bead around the top. Thin blown, the
glasses are light and sturdy. The milk bottle pictured is thc new handiquart, latest in glass containers for milk.
OOD humor is an aid to good
paling—or drinking.
A good way to get Junior in a
good humor when it’s time to drink
his milk is to offer It lo him in one
of ihe new glasses adorned with
colorful animated characters from
the comic strips or movies. He’ll be
all smiles when he sees a huge
eared pink elephant flying through
the air.
And so will mother, because these
new glasses are the result of years
of scientific research and millions
of dollars in laboratory work which
have made them lighter and stronger
than ever before. Safedge rim. the
product of modern ingenuity, pro
tects the top with a bead of glass
that is guaranteed against chipping.
The rim is satin-smooth and is six
to eight, times tougher than the
sides.
Child psychologists have found
that brightly colored designs attract

and delight the youngsters. Latest
designs are of Disney’s flying ele
phants. crows, storks, trains and
Timothy Q. Mouse from the ani
mated cartoon “Dumbo” The vari
colored pictures and verses are ap
plied by an ingenious silk-screen
process which allows artistic, vivid
reproductions on the glass.
“Casey Jr.”, the train that puffs
“I Thought I Could—I Thought I
Could’ as it pants triumphantly
over a steep grade, and the flying
baby elephant with the verse.
“Dumbo is floating up in the sky,
for Dumbo’s an elephant who can
fly” are typical illustrations on
these delightful glasses.
Thin-blown, tbey are sturdy yet.
so light tiny hands can lift them
with ease It's not only safer to use
these tumblers, but it’s child psy
chology at little cost in money or
effort. When Junior smiles at his
glass of milk, it’s a lot easier to
get him to drink it.

MODERN BAKING POWDER

I Harvard Professorship, resigned in

G

SWAN’S ISLAND

World Remembers-the Man Who1854’
commercial
!
manufacture
cf
chemicals.
>
Discovered “Rumford”
1
It
was
shortly
before
this,
howBrand
--------There are, on the market today,
three general types of baking
powder, designated as Cream of
Tartar; composed of acid potas
sium Tartrate, bicarbonate of seda,
and edible corn starch; Alum;
composed of Sodium Aluminum
Sulphate, bicarbonate of soda, and
edible corn starch; and the high
ly-regarded All-iPhosphate: com
posed of purified calcium phos
phate, bicarbonate of soda, and
edible corn starch.
All of these baking powders are
double acting, in that part of the
leavening process develops during
preparation, and part in the ac
tual baking, but the pure AllPhosphate is especially effective
because of its “two-to-one" leaven
ing proportion: that is. a twothirds raising in the mixing of the
moist dough cr batter, and the
remaining one-third during thc ac
tual baking. The result is a per
fectly leavened, product Tn addi
tion. the residue of the All-Phos
phate type of powder (calcium
phosphate) left in the baked prod
uct is of high nutritional value.
Calcium and Phosphorous have
long been recognized as minerals
essential to body-growth and well
being
All-Phosphate
baking
powder
has a history all its own that be
gan with the great scientific dis
coveries of Baron Liebig, in Europe.
He discovered that the fertility of
barren farm lands could be revived
by replacing the exhausted cal
cium and phosphates in the soil.
Liebig's young American protege
determined to devote his life to
the application of that principle
to the human diet. His name was
Eben Norton Horsford.
After studying with Liebig, young
Horsford returned to America and
was eventually elected to Rumford
professorship of science at Harvard
University. Here. he zbrought about
the establishment of the Lawrence
Scientific School in Cambridge,
and after 16 years of occupying the

SPECIAL OFFER!
For a Limited Time Only

i ever, that he made one of his most
' revolutionary discoveries in food
.scjrnce. H? prefected a method by
^-iiich vital dietary elements (calcium and Phosphorous) lost in the
milling of white flour could be re
stored by incorporating them in
a baking powder.
Today, thc world remembers this
man for two of his greatest discov-

.

Town meeting was lield Tuesday
at the Odd Fellows hall. Harry
Johnson served as moderator and
these officers were elected; Select
men, assessors and overseers of
poor, Ray Stinson. Walter Joyce,
Warren Staples; tax collector and
road ccmm.'s loner. Merrill Sadler.
The Methcdist Ladies Aid served
a public dinner and netted $61.27.
Miss Irma Morse returned Sat
urday to Portland after spending
two weeks at home.
Mrs. Frank Bridges lias been ln
Bangor a few days.
Rev. and Mrs. Carl Hall, and
David Hall spent the past week
with their parents in Winterport
and Bangor.
Girland F. Newman went Mon
day to his new home in Portland,
having sold cut his grocery busi
ness here. He wa.s accompanied by
his niece. Miss Winifred Norwood
and his sister, Mrs. Amy Pike. Byrd
Newman came Wednesday (from
Portland ro assist him in moving.
j Pvt. John Wheaton was home
from Fort Devens recently for a
! few days visit with his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Wheaton.
1
eries—condensed milk, and the
Rumford Baking Powder.

Wild ducks sleep in water. To
avoid drifting about and getting lost
in the night, they have the curious
’ habit cf paddling with cne foot. This
1 keeps them going about in a chcle.

Buy U. S. Defense Bonds Now

"SALADA"
TEA

1
'

—

I

CHANGED TO
CAMELS SOME
TIME AGOTHEY'RE COOLER
AND THERE'S
On LESS NICOTINE

IN THE SMOKE

r'
IVE
ALWAYS SMOKED
CAftAELS.JHEY'RE ’
EXTRA MILO AND

>

TASTE
SO GOOD.
SO FLAVORFUL

THEY ALWAYS

C0in*'"»

28%Ss wem

500 Sheets 8^x11
Yellow Second

th.„ ,he

Sheets

••

A clean, smooth sheet, for busi
ness—for school—for typewriter.

Only 45c
FOR

500 SHEET PACKAGE

We Do Not Break Packages

Mail Orders Filled—15e Extra
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PARK THEATRE

THOMASTON
ft ft ft ft

How to cut the cost of
Heating Your Home

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

shirley t. wtij.tamb
Correspondent

ft ft ft ft
LIDA O CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
ZS XX XX

BY

ft ft ft ft
Tel. 190

AMEIlCA'S HOME HEATING EXPERT

STRAND THEATRE
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

ROCKPORT

urs. Ellen Creighton is cont
I hcr home on North Main t
Lith » broken arm.

Tel 2229

L

—

The first class in Home Nursing
The Wf-Two Club met Saturday
was
graduated last Friday, having
night at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Have
Your
Furnace
Cleaned
Now!
c:mpleted the 24 hour course under
Roland Ware in Rockland, with
over. The smokepipe is taken the efficient instruction of Mildred
ne of the niost important
Senator and Mrs Albert Elliot as
down and cleaned. All iron work j Philbrock, R. N. of Camden. At the
things that should be done
sistant hosts. A social evening of
for your heating plant before painted. In addition, the follow . clote of the lesson period a social
games was concluded with the
ing services are rendered:
shutting down for summer is to
hour was enjoyed, with refreshments
serving of refreshments. Members
“condition” it both inside ami
Hot Water System
out. “"Conditioning'’ from the
I cf ice cream and cake. As a token
present were Dr. and Mrs. Philip
1. Check altitude gauge.
standpoint of removing the fly! cf appreciation for the series rendR Greenleaf, Mr. and Mrs. Forest
ash from the heating surfaces
2. Inspect and adjust chains dt red by Mrs. Philbrook she was pre
W Stone, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
inside of the furnace. Remember
from Sylphon regulators to
sented with a motor robe, a gift
a dust deposit has insulating
Mayo, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
dampers.
properties five times as great as
Carroll, Dr. and Mrs. E. R. Moss.
3. Check pitch of main and re lrom the class, Mrs. Loana Shibles
asbestos.
making the presentation remarks.
Mr. and Mrs Forrest Grafton, Mr.
turn^ in basement.
Suppose you are burning stove
These
graduated were: Mrs. Helen
and Mrs. Richard Feyler, Mr. and
4. Check pitch of radiators
size coal, costing $12.00 a ton.
Overman,
Mrs. Addie Skinner, Mrs.
Mrs. Stephen Lavender and Lieut,
(room).
If you use ten tons a year, your
Myrtle
Spear,
Mrs. Lcana Shibles,
and Mrs. J. Edward Marks. The
total fuel bill is $120.00. If the
5. Drain and refill system if
heating
surfaces
of
your
boiler
Mrs.
Lida
Champney.
Mrs. Georgia
necessary,
and
free
all
radi

next meeting will be held in two
have an accumulation of 1/16 of
ators
of
air.
Rhodes,
Mrs.
Evelyn
Cunningham
weeks.
an inch of deposit, there is a
6. Inspect expansion tank on Mrs. Elizabeth Williams, Mrs. Gert
Rbert Andrews came home from
loss of heating efficiency of
closed Hot Water Systems.
rude Morong, Mrs. Sophia Williams
26.2%. Based upon the above
Bath to spend the week-end.
figures, this means a total loss
Warm Air System
Mrs. Mae Butler. Mrs. Viola Spear,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Monroe of
of $120 x 26.2, or $31.44, or in
1.
Inspect
and
adjust
damper
Mrs.
Lina Joyce, Mrs. Hazel Cain,
Camden were Sunday guests of
terms of coal, a waste of ap
chains.
Mrs.
Grace
Lawrence and Miss Alta
•"»
proximately
three
tons.
Mr. and Mr.s. Ralph Crawford.
2. Inspect condition of leader Pendleton.
The table below shows the
Mr. and Mr.s. Maynard Linscott,
pipes in basement and up
amount of heat loss caused by
A meeting cf the Budget Com
stairs registers and fittings
Jr. spent Saturday in Portland,
various thicknesses of ffyasli de
after which they went to Port
3. Inspect top of bonnet for in mittee and Municipal Officers was
posit:
held Saturday night at 7 o’clock at
sulation.
Clyde where they were guests of
1/32 of an inch will cause
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hollis
9.5% loss
4. Inspect and seal all leaks in Selectmen's Office fcr the purpose
| of investigating and making recomcombustion chamber.
Chadwick, for the remainderoof
1/16 of an inch will cllu.se
26.2%
loss
5. Check condition of humidi Ii mendations on the 56 articles conthe week-end.
cast
which
features
Jane
Darwell,
fiers, and drain for summer. tained in the Town Warrant. Prac
The
most
talented
juvenile
actor
U of an inch will cause 45.3%
Daniel Carter has returned to
Stanley "Stash” Clements, Kath
of
the
year
is
Roddy
McDowall,
loss
6. Check for proper recircula tically all of these articles are of a
his home at Port Clyde after a
routine nature, and where the ap
arine
Alexander
and
many
others.
tion of air.
3/16 of an inch will cause
visit with the family of his son, whose latest picture is his first star
Also
on
the
same
program
“
Broad

69.0%
loss
ring picture, "On the Sunny Side.”
7. Recommend correct size anii propriation cf money Ls called for,
Wilson Carter.
location of cold air returns
the amount recommended was, in
way
Limited
”
with
Victor
McLaglen,
Cast as the plucky English lad who
The quick, dust-free, inexpen
The WC.T.U. will meet Friday
Dennis
O
’
Keefe.
Remember,
every
most instances, tiie same as last
sive way to remove this deposit
Steam System
is sent to the US.A. for the dura
night at Mrs.'ll. F. Leach's.
is
by
means
of
vacuum
cleaning
Friday
night
is
Country
Store.
year,
with tiie exception of the
tion, Roddy is supported by a strong
1. Check and clean water gauge.
equipment. Your local coal deal
Mayflower Temple, P. S. is hold
School budget, which showed an in
er1 has this special equipment.
2. Inspect safety valves.
ing a sale and supper Friday aft
crease this year ol $3500, as present
Your furnace can be cleaned in
3. Inspect and adjust chains ed by Russell Thurston of the
ernoon at the K. P. hall. Members
a jiffy and you will save money,
from Sylphon regulators to
burn less fuel and receive great
having articles for the sale are re
School Beard. A new item for con
dampers.
er heating comfort next winter.
quested to have them at the hall
4. Check pitch of main and re sideration was that of appropriation
The best time to have this
at 1 o’clock.
fcr Civilian Defense, as the Town
turns in basement.
done is shortly after the heating
Mr.s. Earline Davis lias employ
5. Check pitch of radiators must expend quite a sum for equip
plajit is shut down for the sum
ment in Warren.
ment of air raid wardens’ post and
(room).
mer. The whole heating plant
Dr. and Mrs. Philip R. Greenleaf
will be dry, the moist cellar air
other
necessities in line with the De
6. Inspect and recommend cor
not having an opportunity of
and children, Mary and Randall,
fense program. First Selectman Ar
rect
location
for
air
vents
in
wetting the deposit in the fur
return pipes.
spent Sunday in Norway with
thur K. Walker presided at the
nace.
relatives.
7.
Inspect
air
vents
on
radi

meeting.
Most vacuum “conditioning”
ators.
Francis Tillson of Bath spent
Mrs. Evelyn Crockett entertained
jobs are regular tune-up jobs.
8.
Drain
and
refill
boiler
(If
the week-end here with his fam
Not only is the heater cleaned,
the Thimble Club at their last
necessary).
but the whole system is checked
meeting. Refreshments followed a
ily.
The Thomaston Red Cross Mo
period of sewing.
tor Corps is sponsoring a dance at
All interested in organizing a new
Watts Hall Friday night. Dean's
class in Herne Nursing are asked tc
Orchestra will furnish music and
meet tonight at 7 o’clock at Hobo
there will be bo£h modern and oldken Schoolhouse for enrollment so
fashioned dances. The proceeds
that text bocks and thermometers
will go to provide equipment for
may be assigned. Mrs. Grace Law
the Motor Corps which is an im
rence, Mrs. Hazel Cain and Mrs.
portant division of the Civilian De
Beatrice Richards compose the com
fense program.
mittee in charge of organization.
The weekly meeting of the Wey
Miss Mattie Russell is hostess to
mouth Grange Circle will be held
day to the G. W. Bridge Club at the
at the home of Mrs. Effie Rich
home of Miss Marion Weidman.
ards, Georges street. Thursday
The Twentieth Century Club will
with dinner at noon and sewing in
meet Friday afterncon at the home
the afternoon. Mrs. Richards will
cf Mrs. Vicla Spear, with Mrs. Edith
be assisted by. Mrs. Ada Simpson.
Buzzell as reader. She will review
The Thomaston Contract Club
the book “The Disputed Passage” by
met Friday afternoon at the home
Douglas.
of Mrs. Harold F. Dana with two
Miss Marion Weidman will enter
tables in play. Highest scores were
tain the Methodist Ladies’ Aid Wed
held by Mrs. William T. Flint and
nesday for an all day session an in
Mrs. Maynard Spear. Mrs. Spear
the evening she will be hostess to
will be hostess to the club at this
the Jchnscn Society.
week’s meeting.
The Library Club held its annual
Mr. and Mrs. Carletcn Adams
initiation
Friday afternoon at the
PROMENADE IN THE 90’s.
Dolores Costello as Isabel Amberson
and daughters, Joyce and Judith,
High
School
building when the fol
Minafer gives Main Street of the 1880-90's a treat as she parades her
of Boothbay, were Sunday guests
lowing students were 'initiated:
then stylish St. Bernard a-sliopping. She has this highly sympathetic
of Mrs. Francis Till9on
Betty Cavanaugh, Helen Hall, Mar
role in Orson Welles' Mercury Production based upon Booth Tarkington's best seller dealing with romance of a prideful mid-western family.
The Friendly Circle meets this
garet Ames. Neil Brown, Ralph
“SUGARPl’SS” PORTRAYED.
A painstaking character sketch of
Note her rather fetching period costume.
afternoon at the Knox Hotel, with
Staples and Kenneth Wilson. The
Barbara Stanwyck as the vivacious heroine in Samuel Cohlwyn's robust
Mrs. Ethel Burgess the hostess.
ceremony proved very interesting as
Law Tor Trucks
comedy production with Cary Cooper as Barbara's co-star.
Past Matrons' and Patrons' comprise the hospitality commit- i Iowa has a law requiring that all
well as amusing. The remainder of
Night will be observed Wednesday tee- while those serving on the re- | trucks must be able to negotiate a
the time was spent with games and
Read The Courier-Gazette
Tl'je fvord vaudeville originally
night at the meeting of Grace freshment committee are Mrs. : 3 per cent grade at 30 miles an hour.
meant a sprightly song. It was de
Chapter. OE.S. Supper will pre- Henry Montgomery, Mrs. Carl i
Native Writer
rived from Val de Vire, the Norman
cede the meeting. Special guests Swanholm and Miss Priscilla i
The first true native writer of , birthplace cf Oliver Baselin, gay
are Seaside Chapter of Camden j Saunders. All interested in the , South
America was Garcilaso dela _
,
. .
....
.
Answer to this puzzle on Page Eight
.._
French poet of the 15th century.
and Forget-Me-Not Chapter of schools, whether or not they are I ,,
Vega, an .Inca -Indian.
members of the Association, are
1
8 9 d
Z
South Thomaston.
b 7
4
5
A
scientific
expedition
has
found
urged
to
attend.
How
Kangaroos
Feed
There will be no meeting of the
Kangaroos
feed
while
sitting conclusively that there are encugn
12
13
Third District, Council American
Home Nursing Class on Thursday
II
erect,
the
food
being
held
in
their giant king crabs in Alaskan waters
night this week in order that the Legion Auxiliary will meet tomorrow
forepaws.
to support an American crab indus
9
17
members may attend the impor at 2 o’clock at the Women's Club in
Ib
15
14
try
there.
tant meeting of the Parent-Teach- Wiscasset,
Pine Most Used
21
er Association at the High School
W 20
Yellow pine is the most widely
19
16
Read The Courier-Gazette
used lumber in the United States.
auditorium. For this P.T.A. meet
w
♦
ing there will be two fine speak
Z'L
23
25
24
ers, Prof. Pearl S. Green, head of
MAKE
the Department of Home Econom
Zb
27
o 2fe
ics at University of Maine, who
EVERY
W
w
i1
will speak on “Why Home Eco
11 29
LY
Z PAYDAY
nomics?” and Wallace Elliot, as
sistant professor of Vocational
32
30 il
— 33 34
Agricultural
Education.
whose
BOND DAY
w
w
subject will be "Why Vocational
3b
37
38
35
Agriculture?". Mr. and Mrs. Rob
i
W
w;
ert MacFarland. Dr. and Mrs. E
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Wo.-k
41 s 41
w 40
39
R. Biggers and M^. Albert Elliot Wenders I
w

j4acDo:i.vld Clsi-s of the
Ipaptist Church was entertaine
Le home of Mrs. Pearl Pierce, N
Itfam street, last night

O

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE

L

★
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At “CAMDEN” Wednesday and Thursday

43

47

M8

ROCKLAND FUEL COMPANY
Phone 72
Distributed by die D. L

TUNE IN

ON

4 W Coal Co.

'THE SHADOW" EVERY SUNDAY AFTERNOON

They make love—and history! Olivia de Havilland and Errol Flynn
in their newest co-starring picture, “They Died With Their Boots On," the
story of General Custer and his famous 7th Cavalry regiment.
*

49
52

51
HORIZONTAL
1-Masticates
6-A lid
11- Mountain in
Armenia
12- Places for combat
14- Musical note
15- A textbook
17- Six
18- Greek letter
20- Slid
21- Fasten
22- Tear
24- A letter
25- Suspend
26- Track.
28- PondeFs
29- Things which hinder
30- Events
32-Makes a misstep
35- An interjection (pi.)
36- Serpent
38- 0Id times (Poet.)
39- Suffix denoting a
business

r

4b

45

94

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
40-Change the form of
42- Prefix. Not
43- An interjection
44- Springy
46- Various dates
(abbr.)
47- Happening without
warning
49-Proverbs
51- Disseminated
52- A citrous fruit
,

50

1

r

VERTICAL (Cont.)
’-Alive
3-Carols
i6-Suspects
19-Lawless confusion
21-A fit of anger
23-Follows a course o'
food
25-Hasten
27- Lieutenants (abbr.)
28- Joir. d
30- Li berate8
31- Seaport in Jutland
VERTICAL
33- Shown to be true
34- Dispatches
1- Volcano outlet
36- A Finnish island
2- lnterjection
37- Part of a rose
3- Unit of work
40- To the sheltered
side
♦-Armed conflicts
5- Vapid
41-Travel in a car
6- Lodges temporarily 44- Man's name (abbr.)
7- Orator (abbr.)
45- Eccentric rotating
8- Verse (abbr.)
part
9- Half an am
48-Accomplish
10-Gorge
50-Depart

q p. Shannon announces tin
Lggement of his daughter
‘ttP Unice, to Wendell J Deni
j Camden. The couple wil:
pext September
Mrs. Pauline
Lhairman of
Thursday at 6
Idercroft of St.

A

w.

Robert Young and Darryl Hickman as father and son in “Joe Smitil
American,” M-G-M’s stirring drama of an American aircraft worker wlij
falls into the hands of enemy agents but refuses to divulge the secret of
U. S. bombing device. Marsha Hunt has the feminine lead in tiie w
picture which was directed by Richard Thorpe.

Meal, corn ............................ ."..... 5(1
Meal, rye..................................
Standard weight per bushel a.s pro Millet, Japanese .....................
vided by Section 39 of the Revised
Oats ...........................................
Statutes as amenaed by Public Laws
of 1913 and Public Laws of 1915. Cut Onions .........................................
Parsley ........................................
it out and keep for references.
Parsnips .....................................
1 Eushel—Lbs
Peaches, dried ............................
Apples .......................................... 44
E’eanuts, green .......................
Apples, dried ............................... 25 Peanuts, roasted .........................
Barley ........................................... 48 Pears ..........................................
Beans ............................................ 60 Peas, smooth ..........................
Beans, Lima................................. 56 j Peas, wrinkled ...........................
Beans, shell ................................. 28 j Peas, unshelled, green .............
Beans, Soy .................................. 58 j Potatoes .................................
Beans, scarlet or white, runner,
i Potatoes, sweet ...........................
pole ............................................ 50 1 Quinces .......................................
Beans, string ......................
24 Raspberries ................................
Beans, Windsor (broad) ............ 47 Rice, rough..........................................
Beets ............................................ 60 Rye ..........................................................
Beets, mangel-wurzel ................. 60 Salt, coarse ................................
Beets, sugar ................................. 60 Salt, Turk’s Island ....................
Beets, turnip ............................... 60 Salt, fine .....................................
Beet Greens................................. 12 Salt, Liverpool ...........................
Blackberries ................................. 40 Seed, alfalfa................................
Blueberries ................................... 42 Seed, clover ................................
Bran and Shorts ........................ 20 Seed, hemp..................................
Buckwheat .................................. 48 Seed, herdsgrass ........................
Carrots .......................
50 Seed, Hungarian grass..............
Corn, cracked ............................. 50 Seed, Timothy ............................
Corn, Indian ............................... 56 Seed, millet ................................
Cranberries ................................. 32 Seed, ofchard grass....................
Currants ..................
40 Seed, red top................................
Dandelions ................................... 12 Seed, Sea Island cotton ..........
Feed ................................ .'............ 50 Seed, sorghum.............................
Flaxseed ....................................... 56 , Seed, upland cotton ...................
Hair .............................................. 11 , Spinach ........................................
Kale ............................................. 12 Strawberries ................................
Lime ............................................. 70 Tomatoes ....................... .............
Meal (except oatmeal) ............... 50 Turnips, EnglLsh ........................
Turnips, rutabaga ......................
dancing.
Sandwiches, cake and Wheat ..........................................
chocolate milk were served
The standard weight of a
The new fire pumper for the town
barrel of Flour is ............. 19C lbs.
which was ordered several months Thi? standard weight of a
ago arrived Saturday night and is
barrel of Potatoes is ........ 165
attracting considerable attention at The standard weight of a
Rhodes Garage Fire Station. Offi
barrel of Sweet Potatoes is 150
cial test will be given today, the
Underwriters coming frem Boston
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
for that purpose. This machine is Wonders 1
one of the most modern pieces of
CENTRAL SURETY EIRE
equipment in this District. It Ls a
CORPORATION
Buffalo 500 gal. pumper, has a fourKansas City, Missouri.
ASSETC. DEC. 31, 1941
man closed cab; 100 gal. booster
and Bonds.
$681,626 53
tank; 154 H.P. Hercules motor; all Stocks
Cash In Office and Bank,
36.775 57
69.333 64
the latest foam fire fighting equip Agents’ Balances.
Interest and Rents.
8.652 04
ment; salvage blankets; equipment All other Assets.
706 88
for fighting incendiary bombs; car
Gross Assets.
$796 094 66
ries 1500 feet of 2*4 in. hose and 500 Deduct items not admitted.
629 83
feet of V6 in. hose. All equipment
Admitted,
$793,464 83
is carried under cover. Another in
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
Net Unpalb Losses.
$41,381 63
terest fact is that all of the chromi Unearned
Premiums,
198 065 36
um finish has been.blacked out ac All other Liabilities.
40.199 7 1
Capital.
250.000 00
cording to Government regulations. Cash
Surplus over all Liabilities, 265.818 10
Mrs. Mabel Withee, is ill at the
Total Liabilities and
Surplus,
$795,464 83
home of Mrs. Inez Crosby in Camden
E C MORAN COMPANY. Inc
where she is spending the Winter.
State Agents
Rockland, Me.
H. O. Heistad returned Saturday
24-T-30
frem Lebanon, N. H., where he visi
AND INSURANCE
ted his sen Erling Heistad. who has CENTRAL SURETY
CORPORATION
Kansas City, Missouri
been ill at the Hitchcock Memorial
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1941
Hospital in Hanover. On his way
Real Estate.
$106 063 35
home Mr. Heistad made brief stops Mortgage Loans.
50.366 89
Collateral Loans.
5.000 00
with his daughters, Mr.s. Ray Kono- Stocks
and Bonds.
c 668 059 74
nen in Keene, N. H , and Mrs. Rich Cash In Office and Bank, 1.499.68 ! 91
Agents' Balances,
1.198 376 33
ard Tonseth in Reading, Mass.
Interest and Rents,
' 55.528 67

Standard Weights

All other Assets,

UNITED STATES FIDELITY
AND GUARANTY COMPANY
Baltimore, Maryland
ASSETS. DEC 31. IMI
Real tttate.
$4,207,003
Mortgage Loans.
63.562
Collateral Loans,
1.615.069
Stocks and Bonds-Book
42.653 066
Values,
Cash In Office and Bank. 14.153.393
Agents' Balances.
7 518 529
Interest accrued.
176.227
All other Assets.
51*202
Gross Assets,
•Deduct items not ad
mitted.

35.907 24

Grass Assets.
$9,616,984 11
Deduct Items not admitted. 18 684 00

43
50
34
07
63
72
88
56

$70,905,055 13
1.487.909 10

$69,417,146 03
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
Net Unpaid Losses.
$24,039,090 61
Unearned Premiums,
17 555.189 70
"All other Liabilities.
8 528.474 60
2.000.000 00
Cas-h Capital,
•Stirplus over all Liabili
17.294 391 12
ties.
Admitted.

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.
$69,417,146 03
• Bonds valued on amortized basis,
and all other securities at convention
valuations (Dec. 1, 1941 market prices)
as prescribed by the Committee on
Valuations. National Association ol
Insurance Commissioners. The reserve
ol $480,692 63 represents difference be
tween Dec 1. 1941 and Dec 31, 1941
market valuations.
6. A LAVENDER
8 Ellllot St .
Thomaston. Me.
Tel 225

Admitted.
$9,598,300
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
Net Unpaid Losses.
$3 153 972
2.358.910
Unearned Premiums.
AU other Liabilities,
715 502
Cash Capital.
1 000 ,000
Surplus over all Liabilities. 2 369 914

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

11
87
43
12
00
69

$9.598 300 11

E. C MORAN COMPANY. Inc ,

State Agents
Rockland, Me.

24-T-30

TRANSCONTINENTAL INSURA N<
COMPANY
New York, N. Y.
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1941
Stocks and Bonds.
$2 9 1.245
Cash in Office and Bank, 1.6 1041
Agents' Balances,
2 1,098
1 490
Bills Receivable,
1.004
Interest and Rents,
All other Assets.
1,401

07
67
36
96
13
27

Hutchinson wil
the parish
o'clock at the
Peter's Chun

Circle supper at the Congr
l-ional Church Wednesday nigh
as committee Mr: Jo
Igtevens, chairman. Mi. s Ad i Y
IMis Lcuis Fickett. Mrs \
kunsdell, M: s Relief Nichols
iRiitli Pefers.t.n, Mrs Laurence pj
IdLss Mary Lamb. Mrs Jane P
Imi's- Fred Harden .1: . Mrs .
iFcgelman, Mrs Joseph Ernei ■
|qrs Jchn G. Snow, Mr- v,
I Andersen.

Edgar W. Dorr of Rankin
kft Saturday for Monk’s (
IS C., where
|hx weeks.

lie is to spend thi

Mrs. Harriet Hunt cl Phd
hvenne is visiting relative, in
|portland, Providence, Dariiu
hnd Southport Conn
Arland Ames of Union ha
|lhe guest of'his grandmotla 1
[Eugene Spear cf Rankm n
|past week.

Dr. Robert I, Allen, who wa
Idi a vacation visit, is coir j
kt Knox Hospital, after an
|of a serious nature
Mrs. Kenneth Mills passe
keek-end at Fort Williams, a:
|:n° a ball at the Officers' Chit
Iher return, she was accompany
leapt. Mills who was cn
| leave.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank W Fnll(
Ivrtained with a supper part
Lrday night at their home i
|bot avenue.

Mr. and Mrs. Howe Gloved
keen spending a few day in H
|Mr«. Glover has gone on
(York to visit friends for
Mays and ah foi a visit
[George Sprague in Haddo
In j

Visit Lucien K. Green A
|tecond floor, 1C School street
I Fellows Block, City, for Fun
Coats and Cloth Coats, at mo
prices.

TO EASE MISE
OF CHILD'S 0

ROC x. t- A
TODAY.-WED.-TIIt’R

RODDY
McDOWALL
(Tfce "How Green Wot

My Yalloy" Boy)

s/pL
Also On the Same I’ro

“BROADWAY LIM!

w th
VICTOR McLAGI.I
DENNIS O’KEF.51
EVERY FRIDAY EVE
COUNTRY STOF

Dear Public:

Even war co
are here again,
colors and styl(

You are cord
displayed at
Street.

Gross Assets.
$4,874 281 46
Deiluct Items not admitted. 353.246 97

$4,521 034
Admitted.
LIABILITIES, DEC 31. 1941
$82,829
Net Unpaid Losses.
617.851
Unearned Premiums,
241 350
All other Liabilities.
s/wjii vayiuai,
J.UWvv'7
1,000 000
Cash
Capital.
auiplus wer all Liabilities. 2.o/9.oo4
Total Inabilities and
Surplus,

49
11
14
00
V
00
24

$4,521,034 49
27-T 34

P

s.

Every 01

‘ Policy.

Every-OthcP-oay

Every-Othef-Dai

RAND THEATRE
ESDAY and THURSDAY

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 10,1942

Society
1

■

The Hard Of Hearing

Crimple Crust Meat Pie

Local Society Names Dele
gates Tfr the State Meet
ing In Portland

Women Voters

IK

Gross Assets,
$796,094 66
Deduct Items not admitted.
629 83

Admitted,
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31.
Net Ulipalh Losses,
Unearned Premiums,
All other Liabilities.
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities.

$793,464
1941
$41,381
198 065
40,199
250.000
265.818

83
63
36
74
00
10

Total Liabilities and
Surplus,
$795,464 83
E C MORAN COMPANY. Inc.
State Agents
Rockland, Me.

24-T-30

CENTRAL SURETY AND INSURANCE
CORPORATION
Kansas City, Missouri
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1941
Real Estate,
$106 063 35
Mortgage Loans,
50.366 89
Collateral Loans,
5.000 00
Stocks and Bonds.
6 668.059 74
Cash in Office and Bank.
1.499.681 91
Agents' Balances.
1.198 376 33
55.528 67
Interest and Rents.
All other Assets.
35.907 24
$9,616,984 11
Gross Assets
Deduct Items not admitted. 18.684 00

$9,598,300
Admitted,
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
$3 153.972
Net Unpaid Losses,
2.358.910
Unearned Premiums.
715 502
All other Liabilities,
Cash Capital
I 000 000
Surplus over all Liabilities. 2.369.914

11
87
43
12
00
69

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.
$9,598,300 11
E C. MORAN COMPANY. Inc..
State Agents
Rockland, Me.
_ „
24-T-3O
ONTINENTAL INSURANCE
COMPANY
New York, N. Y.
ASSETS. DBC. 31, 1941
Stock- and Bonds.
$2,951,245 07
Cash ln Office and Bank, 1,628 041 67
Agents Balances,
277.098 3b
Bills Receivable
4.490 96
Interest and Rente,
10.004 13
All other Assets,
3.401 27
I It \\S(

G
Aneta,
$4.874 281 46
I'' lui t Items not admitted. 353.246 9"
$4,521 034
Admitted.
LIABILITIES. DBC 31. 1941
$82,829
I Net Unpaid Losses,
617.851
Unearned Premiums.
241.350
All other Liabilities.
l'.OOO 000
: Cash Capital.
I suiplvu o;er all Liabilities 2.0/9.004
j
|

Total Liabilities and
Surplus,

49
H
14
00
oo
24

$4 521.034 49
»’• rn.-r 33

RODDY
McDOWALL
(hi* “How Gr**n M/o>
Aiy Vatl»y" Boy)

su#*?

Also On the Same Program

"BROADWAY LIMITED”
w th
VICTOR McLAGLEN
DENNIS O’KEEFE

EVERY FRIDAY EVENING

COUNTRY STORE

tendered Sunday night to Mrs. E.
R. Spear at the home of Mr. and
1 Mrs.
Wilpas
Sallinen,
Lawn
avenue. Eleven of Mrs. Spear’s 12
children were present, the one un| able to attend being Mrs. Law
rence Mennealy of Lewiston. In
, the group were Mr. and Mrs. Don1 aid E. Spear, daughter Jean and
son Donald of Belfast. Miss Hilda
Spear and Mrs. Mary Mennealy of
] Portland, Mr. and Mrs, Alvah
Ames of Union; and from Rock
land, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fernald,
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Martelle, Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Spear. Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Spear and daughter Betty,
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Ca?r. Mrs.
Donald Crie and Mr. and Mrs.
Sallinen. Two birthday cakes
made by Mrs. Fernald and Mrs.
Carr were presented to Mis. Spear,
along with a variety of lovely
1 presents. A light repast was par
taken of and a congenial social
peried enjoyed.

WEDNESDAY AND

THURSDAY
He had a secret locked ip
his heart. If he talked .. t
meant death to million' ’

OE SMITH

Mrs. Joseph Emery, Sr., will be
hostess Thursday to the Deligent
Dames instead of Mrs. Hervey C.
Allen.

Bernard Nelson spent Sunday
night at his home, accompanied by
Samuel Timberlake of Portland.
Mrs George B. Libby, (Dorothy
White) and children has arrived
in Long Beach, Calif., from Hono
lulu where she united with her
mother, Mrs. Nina R. White.

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

Robert vounc
w,a, MARSHA HUNT

Hit Them Where It Hurts

.... BUY BONDS!
ff

Even war could not keep us away, so we
are here again, created in the loveliest of Spring
colors and styles.

NEW INFORMATION PLEASE

You are cordially invited to come in to see us
displayed at Alfreda Perry’s, 7 Limerock

“GAY PARISIAN”
A JO Minute Musical Short

Street.

RHYTHM IN THE RANKS

Cheerfully yours,
Smart Dresses
Flattering Suits
Beloved Sportswear

P. S. Every one of us is a Clothes Insurance
' Policy.

Added Enjoyments

TODAY
ABBOTT and COSTELLO

“RIDE ’EM COWBOY”
OVB

BOCKLAMD

Margaret Snow
The Abbott Bulletin’s Fine
Tribute, Supplemented By
Mrs. Creighton’s

The current issue of the Abbot
; Bulletin pays the following tribute
"Prospective enrollment of mem to the late Margaret Snow, who
bers of war time service is a sub had served as librarian there:
ject
of eager interest. Is it to be | “On Monday morning, Jan. 5,
By K. S. F.
100 percent. 83 percent, 63 percent? Margaret Snow, who had served
Figures when they are completed
a.s Librarian at Abbot since SepDuring 1939. 1.443 832 furs were will tell a significant story. They
taken in the state of Wisconsin. may tell a story o.~ deter ! tember 1934 died as the result of
• • • •
mination to quicken the sense of an automobile accident which had
A lot of people, or maybe just citizen responsibility for the gov occurred two day’s before. School
a few people with voices that ernment under which Americans opened the next day, after the
! Christmas holidays, with a great
carry well, have been asking ln live and wage war today.
“The higher the percentage of sense of sadness in every heart,
subways- across dinner tables: Why
didn't we send some men to help volunteers the more striking will for students and faculty and every
MacArthur in the Philippines in be the evidence of understanding man and woman on the staff—all
stead of sending them to Ireland? of a grave danger—danger of di who knew Margaret Snow, felt her
vorcement between citizen and death as a personal loss. Her
Maybe we did.
government.
A high percentage quality was unique; her gift to
And if we didn't, maybe were
of volunteers w.ll mean a sense of , her friends was like ‘a cordial rare.’
doing so now
And if you knew, so would Hitler values’. A low percentage will l One cannot think of her without
! thinking at the same moment of
and the Japanese, which is the raise doubts.
•‘Women, however, who have be 1 her well-loved State of Mainepoint.—An editorial by Sam Boa)
lieved that to encourage doing rock ribbed and strong; wind-swept
bi PM
• • • •
things about government is impor and spacious. The stream of her
tant in peace times, ere not likely spirit ran quiet, deep, and utterly
A
heartening
melody
comes
tc
family favorite
one out of fog or storm when to forget that in a democracy regi clear. She was generous and unchurch bells ring their insistent re mented for total war. it Ls crucial. * derstanding, and she gave herself
Crimple Crust Meat Pie
frain and call to prayer or to any Something else will be proved by to her work and to her friends
2 small onions,
>4 cup flour
gathering worthy their use. Think a high percentage of volunteer with entire selflessness, but casual
sliced
2 teaspoons salt
2'/2 cups boiling
!4 cup Spry
of the^e voices frem the bells as enrollment for the service the ly, with simplicity and humor, as
Mi pound pork
water
prayers and they will prove of more League offers in war time,—con 1 if what she were doing wa.s of no
1 P9Und veal
fidence in League organization and importance. A year ago last Sumsignificance.
Cook onions slowly in melted
•
•
•
•
Spry until yellow. Remove
leadership, confidence that volun ! mer, she built a little cabin in the
onions. Cut pork and veal into
St. Lcuis, Mo. is the world’s larg teers will be given something to woods on the shore of Rockland
Ms-inch cubes and roll in mixture
I Harbor, to be used for Summer
of flour and salt. Brown in hot
do and shown how to do it.”
est wholesale fur maftcet.
Spry. Add boiling water and sim
I holidays. From the first, even be•
•
•
•
mer until meat is tender (about
j fore the house was finished, lt was
45 minutes). Add onions. Mean
CLARENCE E. GOULDING
Did ycu know that the Thousand
while, prepare Biscuit Topping.
Clarence E. Goulding died at his overflowing with family and friends
Islands cf the St. Lawrence River
Biscuit Topping
actually c emprise nearer to 1703 home in Pacific street last Frday. with whom she delighted to share
2 cups gifted flour a; cup milk
islands and wliat a beautiful sight He wa.s born in Perry July 11, 1852, each step in its growth and every
3 teaspoons
I about)
baking powder
cup parsley,
son of Daniel and Lucille Stickney joy that it held for her.
that section is.
% teaspoon salt
cut floe
•
•
*
•
“For years Miss Suow had
Goulding. He was married to Mary
Mi cup Spry
hought
about and worked on plans
Sift flour with baking powder
Germany is conscripting labor E. Gove, also of Perry, in 1875, and
and salt. Cut in Spry fine. Add
for
our
new library. When last
from the Spanish in the Prison came directly to Rockland. This
milk, mixing to a soft dough.
March the decision to build was
Knead lightly 20 seconds; roll in
wife died in 1936.
Camps.
rectangle, 8 x 10 inches. Sprinkle
►
• « • •
made
by the trustees, and the ar
He
fust
engaged
in
tiie
boat
with parsley. Cut dough in 1inch strips, then make 44-inch
This is the season when house building business with the late chitect’s plans were approved, no
cuts about an inch apart in the
wives begin their war on moths and Jacob Loring under the firm name one was happier than Miss Snow
strips. Roll up strips as for jelly
roll.
)
dirt and bring the smile to hemes irw of Loring & Goulding and followed ind from that moment on there
Pour hot meat mixture into
new wallpaper and fresh paint. Be this voeaticn for 16 years. He then was scarcely a waking moment of
Sprycoated casserole and ar
gin early.
entered
the
contracting
and her time that was not devoted in
range biscuits on top. Bake in
very hot oven (450°F.) 30 to 35
• • • •
building business and followed this some way to the obtaining of the
minutes. Serves 6.
Arizona is a great and rich mine line of work until he retired at the greatest possible beauty and effi
ciency for the library. The wing
country. They produced last year age of 82.
Surviving are a son Clifford E. containing the library was ccmthe major part cf asbestos worth
The Shakespeares
$2,500,000. This material is greatly of Owls Head, and a daughter, oleted in the Fall but the final in
needed in defense use. The govern Blanche, wife of Alfred E. Keyes; terior finishing was delayed, be
of the conditions in various
Resignation of a Long Time ment had set aside $433,030,000 for also three grandsons, one grand cause
industries, until about a week be
the
minerals
produced
ln
this
State,
daughter
and
four
great-grand

Member Accepted
fore Christmas vacation. Then,
so each State shculd get busy and children.
With Regret
find what they have fcr war use and
Funeral services were held Mon when all was ready, Miss Snow had
Tlie Shakespeare Society met at reap their benefit and help the gov- day, Harold Spear cfficiating. A. planned the moving in of the books
P Richardson, Capt. John A. Ste so skillfully that there were only
the home of Miss Alice Erskine ernment as well.
• • • •
vens, A W Themis and A E. two class periods of cne day when
Monday evening. Twenty members
The war has failed to halt the Averill acting as bearers. Burial the library facilities were not avail
responded to the roll call with quo quest for culture in the most civilized was in Sea View cemetery.
able to the schocl. For a few days
she had the joy of seeing the real
tations from “The Taming of the countries of this world for which
ization of her dreams, of working
Sinew." The annual meeting wi.l cne should be more than thankful
ROBERT W. HUSSEY
be held at the Copper Kettle April 6 It i.s the light of life to all peoples
Robert W Hussey. 71. died at the in the beautiful new rooms.
•
•
•
•
"Margaret Snow was far more
and further announcement will be
home of his daughter, Mrs Earl
than
‘librarian’ at Abbot. Students
made. The next meeting will be
‘Maine births exceded deaths in Sayward, Thomaston street, Fri
and
faculty
found in her com
held March 23 with Mrs. Eva Hellier. 1941.
day, following a long period of
panionship
humor
and sympathy
The resignation of Mrs. Rosa
ill health.
I
cculdn't
find
the
new
comet
the
and
a
variety
of
interests
by which
Littlefield was accepted with re
He wa.s born in Long Island, N.
night
of
the
eclipee.
If
it
had
a
they
were
steadily
refreshed
and
grets, and her name placed cn the
Y., and had made his home in
enriched.
The
library,
so
suitably
! alumnae list. Miss Ruth Rogers was uil as lonS as Haley’s comet I would Rock’.and for the past 53 years. He
elected to membership to fill the va- have had uo difficulty, for that tail was employed by the A. C. Mc dedicated to the memory of Miss
cancy. Mrs. Harriet Frost, Mrs. *s 37,000,003 miles long.
Loon & Company for 27 years, re Emily Means and Miss Rebekah
Katharine C Derry and Mrs. Helen
tiring four years ago due to ill Chickering, now takes on an even
For an excellent war time dessert health.
deeper significance, and we who
Orne were appointed the reading
committee to present a list of plays try a good apple Maine brand of
Surviving him are his widow, walk into the peaceful seclusion
for the coming year to be acted upon Northern Spys best ever, and eat it Mrs. Bertha Hussey; four daugh of its lovely rooms and read and
with a zippy cheese fcT.wed with a
at the next meetirtg.
ters. Mrs. Earl. Sayward. Vivian study there will be gratefully aware
cracker
or two. Goad for you, too
Under the leadership of Mrs.
and Margaret Hussey of Rockland of these three ‘servants true’ who,
in their various ways, opened to
Helen Orne, Acts III and IV of "The
Canadian factories have been and Mrs. Doris Sutton of Pearl
us new paths to knowledge, to en
Taming of the Shrew" were read.
pretty busy these past few years pro Harbor. Hawaii and two sons,
joyment,
and to beauty through
All present except four had reading
ducing footwear. In July cf 1943 Richard qf Rockland and Robert
the
kingdom
of books.
parts. Miss Alice Erskine read a
they sent out 1861028 pairs of leather of San Diego, Cal.
M. C. H.
summary cf the play from the Out
Funeral services will be held to
boots and are hard at it still.
The above clipping comes to
look.
morrow afternoon at 2 o’clock from
• • e •
Mrs. Grace Lawrence gave a most
Victory garden meetings ai St. Peter’s Episcopal Church with this office from Mrs. Lois M.
interesting paper on ^eafr^ca', planned fcr early conferences. Bei- Rev. Fr. Ernest O. Kenyon officiat Creighton of Thcmaston, herself
Presentations” of the play beginning fa?t has onp March 14
ing. Interment will be in Achorn an Abbot alumna. She writes:
“Her death was a personal loss
with tiie first performance in 1594 l
. . • •
cemetery.
and leading up to the presentation I now there is talk of every-otherto all who knew her. I wa.s only
an acquaintance, but I loved and
of Sidney and Mary Ellis in modem ’ day mj!k deliveries and why net if
dress, of Sotnern and Marlcwe. Otis it’s passible to keep It safe for use
mourned her. I loved the way she
Skinner and Ada Rehan and Lunt that way? Most persons let a bottle
locked, the way she talked and
| MAKE EVERY
and Fontanne.
what I knew sh» was and stood for.
stand that leng before it’s used,
PAY DAY
Thomaston
feeis the deepest sym
anyway.
• • • •
Courigr-Gazette Want Ads Work
pathy for Rockland in the terrible
In Mongolia, tea is pressed into
Wonders!
tragedy that befell her in the loss
bricks and used as money.
of Margaret and Dorothy Snow."
• • • •
JOIN THE PAY-ROLL
Rumors are bad things tc take for
* SAVINGS PLAN *
The U S Marine Corps was or
truth. All that about the aluminum
ganized Nov. 10. 1775, many months
was not true.
More than 25.033 sea shells are before the Country became an in
Three Shows Daily—2, 7, 9
• • • •
dependent nation.
on
display in Honolulu museum.
Saturday Evg. 6.15. Sunday 3
Even grape seeds have an oil that
is valuable and in Italy is used as
TODAY. BARGAIN DAY
substitute for olive ci 1 in soups,
25c
paint and even lacquers. This war
FRED MacMURRAY and
teaches that there is value in every
PATRICIA MORRISON in
thing
that grows, even .skunks. Their
| “RANGERS Qf FORTUNE’
cil is highly valuable
Plus
• • • •
“MR. D. A. IN THE CARTER
The
Georgia
peach ‘tTees are
CASE"
about to blcssom. In fact, some are
I TOMORROW and THURSDAY
at it with rarer glory of color.
• • • •
Did ycu realize that the finest
emerald-green sapphire in the world
is in the American Museum of Nat
ural History in New York and that
it was mined in Macon County. N
C.? It’s hard to tell the green sap
Guard Your Beauty With Our
phires frem emeralds, but artists in
Professional Servires
the art can.
• • • •
The use of paprika in food i
pw“"sE“T$2.50.$3-$4.$5
worthy, and rich in food value, as it
contains Vitamin C.
• • • •
Motor trucks are fast building
up .heir sides to accommodate heav
R a MW waaau *« wans rmi
turn uwmt Maun uwiwhi mih uxnHT
ier Lading for the duration, prcb
375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME., TEL. 142
Directed by BAOUl WALSH
Scree*
Ptoy
bv
W»*v
*»•••
•Mckeesie
ably.
Thus
one
sees
new
lumber
on
- p, **•<••> * A
tree -fwet Me«»>e>< Pw»e»e
12-eot-tf
many busy trucks that have not
LATEST NEWS EVENTS
|jme for a paint Job.
the National President:

BOND DAY
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IN
DEFENSE
OF
BEAUTY
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Dear Public:

f

The
Mineapolis
“League-OGram" carries this message from

■

TO EASE MISERY
OF CHILD'S COLD

69.333 64
8.652 04
706 88

This And That

Follow The Trend
Rockland League of

\li5 Ellen Creighton ls confined
The Rcckland Society for the
Mrs. Ralph B. Peyler remains a
her home on North Main street patient at the Maine Eye and Ear Hard of Hearing met with Mrs.
; ,.(] a broken arm.
Infirmary in Portland.
Bes ie Hewett Thursday for the
monthly business and social meet
I MacDor-.tld Cla-s of the First
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry
ing.
Announcement was made of the
yptt-.t Church was entertained nt of Talbot avenue, are In Florida on
State Meeting of Chapters of Maine
,f home of Mrs. Pearl Pierce, Ncrt.i a vacation rtip.
in Portland Marc-h 26. when Miss
treet, last night
The Saturday Night Club dined Betty Wright, Executive Director of
li
H p. Shannon announces the cr.- a’ The Copper Kettle that evening the American Society for the Hard
M
, riiicnt of his daughter, Jean- aid adjourned to the J. Fret. of Hearing cf Washington, D. C.
,..P l nice, to Wendell J. Dennkcn Knights for cards and social hour. will bp guest speaker. A tea, honcrCamden. The couple will w d Mrs. Gertrude Chase was guest ol iug Mirs Wright, will follow the
afternoon session. Mrs. Freeman
,v September
honor at tlie dinner.
Biown ar.d Mrs. Gladys Thcmas
were named delegates to the meet
\1
Pauline Hutchinson will be
Manufacturers of women’s hosiery
..liman of the parish supper have started to intrcduce Spring ing.
The Portiand Society is sponsor
niirday at 6 o’clock at the Un- lines, notable for the virtual absence
ing
Miss Wright as the special speak
> -rcn-ft of St. Peter’s Church.
of all-silk stockings, trade quarters
er
cf
the Maine Children’s Council
said. New types of rayons, using
f C.n ie rupper at the Congrega- finer threads and knitting up into annual Child Development Institute
Church Wednesday night will unusually sheer hosiery, were in at the Little Theatre. University of
■ ,i as committee: Mrs. John O.
cluded at prices to fit into the old Maine March 25. Miss Wright will
speak at 1.30 p. m. cn “Defend
chairman. Miss Ada Young,
retail silk-hosiery brackets cf $1 and
«!
lcuis Fickett, Mrs. Victor $1.15 a pair. Only a few lines in Hearing."
Mrs. Joseph Wright, chairman of
p in dell. Miss Re lief Nichols, Miss
cluded silk in combination with
Dress up the
the Audiometer Committee of Port
I ita Petersen, Mrs Laurence Perry,
other fibres. Nylons were generally
land. Is establishing a fund with
• ,[-• Mary Lamb, Mrs. James Pease,
unchanged from Fall pries but more
.lickman as lather and son in “Joe Smitl p Fred Harden, Jr., Mrs. Stuart were offered. While all-nylon con which to purchase a new audiometer • It’s delicious-it’s nutritious-it’s
rama of an American aircraft worker wh
r Hinan, Mrs Joseph Emery. Jr., structions were available, it was be to replace the cne cwned by the economical! Here’s a meat pie
gents hut refuses to divulge the secret of
ijrs Jchn G. Snow, Mrs. Walter lieved in the trade that later there Portland Society which has been in made of nutritious pork and veal
Hunt has the feminine lead in the ne
service for 15 years. This audio browned and blended to savory
hndersen.
Richard Thorpe.
would be a switch to nylens with
meter wa.s the first instrument for goodness, and topped with parsrayon
or
cotton
tops
to
conserve
the
Edgar W. Dorr of Rankin street
scientific hearing tests in Maine and leyed curlicues of biscuit crust. The
Meal, corn ............................ •..... >,(
limited
supply
of
nylon
yarn.
Lisle
,;t Saturday for Monk’s Corner,
has been used in testing the hearing bubbling meat mixture peeps be
I
stockings
also
appeared,
cne
type
Meal, rye.................................
where he is to spend the next1
of School children throughout tlie tween the curly crimple crusts and
woven
from
English-spun
Egyptian
Millet, Japanese ......................
State, it lias been used several wafts out delicious aromas that call
a weeks.
cotton.
the family to dinner post-haste. No
' Oats .........................................
times in local schools and Ls sched
trouble getting the family together
?,!.
Harriet
Hunt
of
Philbrick
Onions ......................................
Ensign Edwin Edwards was home uled for tests here in April.
promptly on Crimple-Crust-Meat•nue is visiting relatives in South
Mrs. Wright is starting the fund Pie-nlght!
Parsley ........................................
from the School of Communications,
Parsnips ............................................. 4; I 1'iand, Providence, Darien, Cojin. Stamford, Conn., over the week-end. for a replacement of this pioneer
,J Southport, Conn.
Economical, too
audiometer through the sale of can
J Peaches, dried ............................ 3
Henry A. Howard arrived Sunday celled postage stamps so that every You can use less expensive cuts of
Peanuts, green ........................... 2
Aiimd Ames of Union has been
from
St. Petersburg, Fla., where he member may have a share in its pork and veal, for these will taste
Peanuts, roasted ......................... 2
c rest of' his grandmother, Mrs.
has been spending the Winter. He purchase. The value of the can Just as savory and be tender, too.
, Pears ........................................... 5
gt me Spear cf Rankin street, the
came in company with his grandson. celled United States postage stamp The puffy, brown biscuit curls are
) Peas, smooth ...........................
G® st week.
Howard Edwards, the trip being is in its dye which sells for 37 made the time-saving Spry way,
i Peas, wrinkled ............................ 51
cents a pound. All members and with quick-blending, flavor-saving
Peas, unshelled, green .............
| Ir Robert L. Allen, who wa.s home made in four days.
friends are requested to contribute Spry. These light, tender curlicues
Potatoes .........................................
I u vacation visit, is convalescing
The Kennedy Cranes arrived to the local collection by saving are so flaky and nutsweet they fair
Potatoes, sweet .............................
Knox Hospital, after an illness
home Saturday night from their stamps for the Audiometer Fund. ly melt in the mouth.
1 Quinces ....................................
E: a serious nature.
Tantalize the family appetite
Florida trip.
Mrs. Gladys Thomas reviewed the
Raspberries ..................................
soon with Crimple Crust Meat Pie.
paper given by Miss Betty Wright at
Rice, rough................................
Mrs. Kenneth Mills passed the
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett are the Eastern Zcne Conference in Don’t trust to memory—clip the rec
Rye ...................................................
r c'i-end at Fort Williams, attendipe now. ____________ _ ,
Rochester in June. The subject was
Salt, coarse ................................ d F ■ a ball at the Officers’ Club. On on a short vacation to Florida.
"Participation in National Defense."
Salt, Turk's Island ................... 7( i r : eturn, she was accompanied by
Methebesec Club met in the Com
Salt, fine ...................................... C( rapt Mills who was cn 24-hour munity Building Friday. Plans were The founders of the American So Ml
ciety prepared for national defense
I Salt, Liverpool .................
s It ave.
completed for the annual banquet tc
when plans were made for national
I Seed, alfalfa ................................. Cl
be held at the New Rockland Ho
Mr
and
Mrs.
Fiank
W.
Fuller
energanization
in 1919. Briefly stated
I Seed, clover ................................. C
tel April 10 at 6 30 p. m. Mrs Ruth
the
aims
of
the
society are the pre
rtained
with
a
supper
party
SatSeed, hemp............................. 4
Albee presented a very interesting
vention
of
deafness;
tlie conserva
•lav
night
at
their
home
on
Tal

Seed, herdsgrass ......................... 4
diary cf a trip to Italy through
tion
of
hearing;
and
the
rehabilita
i' avenue.
Seed, Hungarian grass.................. 4
France. The guest speaker. Rev. tion of the hard of Hearing..
Seed, Timothy ............................ 4
M. and Mrs. Howe Glover have Roy Welker, who gave a most inter
The entire work cf the movement
Seed, millet ................................. 5(
esting and informative story of his
pp.
spending
a
few
days
in
Boston.
is an important part of the machin
Seed, otchard grass..................... H
life in France as a teacher, then
|.\lr«
Glover
has
gone
on
to
New
ery of national defense at all times
Seed, redtop ......... ......................
took his hearers to Germany and
rk
to
visit
friends,
for
several
and especially in these stirring times
Seed, Sea Island cotton ........... 44
Russia.
pays
and
also
for
a
visit
with
Mrs.
when there is so much need for
Seed, sorghum............................. 5C b
eorge
Sprague
in
Haddonfield,
conserving
health and morale. Miss
Seed, upland cotton .................... 30
Tlie W.C.TU. will meet Friday at
J
Wright
urged
the cliapters to have
Spinach ....................................... 12
2.30 with Miss Alena Young, 103
12
laith
in
the
fundamentals
of the
j Strawberries ................................ 40
North Main street. Program topic
Visit
Lucien
K.
Green
&
Son
’
s
work;
she
stressed
the
great
need
5 Tomatoes ........................ ............ 56
“Alcohol Education.” The leader,
ircond
floor,
16
School
street,
Odd
for
mobilization,
scarifice
and
ac
Turnips, English ..............
Mrs. Clara Emery. The program
Fellows
Block,
City,
for
Furs,
Fur
tion;
she
wished
them
to
resolve
Turnips, rutabaga ..............
will be a radio broadcast, "The Need
nd
Wheat ...............................
co Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
of
the Hour.’’ A unit for National anew that no obstacles which may
8-tI
prices.
The standard weight of
Defense based on current events arise would keep them from going
barrel of Flour is ............. 19C lbs
and also a quiz program “What do forward to the goal of better oppor
ti,s Tlx- standard weight of' a
you know." , Membership dues for tunities for hard of hearing chil
A LA SPECTATOR: Lynn Bari,
barrel of Potatoes Ls ........ 165 lbs,
1942 are due end help the treasurer dren and adults everywhere.
playing the feminine lead in KKO
A
social
hour
with
refreshments
1,1 The standard weight of a
by paying yours now.
Radio “The Falcon Takes Over,”
followed.
The
next
meeting
will
be
barrel of Sweet Potatoes is 150 lbs.
selected this green fell hat lo sports
Members of Miriam Rt bekah held Thursday at 2 33 p. m. in the events. Plaid design in kettle brim
Lodge
are requested to attend a spe vestry of tlie First Baptist Church. is effected ky burnt orange and
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
brown stitching. Colorful pheasant
cial
meeting
tonight at 7 o’clock
Wonders 1
The Ship of Success of the Re feathers sweep up from tlie highVery important business will be dis
reaching turret crown.
CENTUM. SURETY FIKE
cussed and at 7.30 a drill of the de bekah fleet will sponsor a card party
CORPORATION
gree staff is called to prepare for at Odd Fellows hall Thursday night
Kansas City. Missouri.
Mrs. Lizzie French will entertain
L A M O
at 8 o’clock. Parties are urged to
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1941
work Tuesday March 17.
E.F.A.
Club Wednesday afternoon
Stocks and Bonds,
$681,626 53
make up the tables, if possible.
TODAY.-WED.-THURS.
at
her
home on School street.
Cash in Oflice and Bank,
36.775 57
A surprise birthday party wa.s
Agents’ Balances,
Interest and Rents.
All other Assets,
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Make no mistake—this is a life
or death struggle. Men are dy
ing ln your defense. Dying that
America may be safe I
Give our fighting men the
guns, the planes, the tanks they
need! Bonds buy bombs. Ev
ery dime, every dollar you put
into Defense Bonds and Stamps
ls a blow at the enemy. Hit them
where It hurts —buy bonds!
Bonds cost as little as $18.75 upstamps as little as 10 cents up.

GILBERTS BEAUTY SALON

A Caribbean Cruise

Buick Speeds Output of Big Bomber Engines for Army Air Corps

Thomaston Man Gives High
lights of His Cruise To
the Southward
(Third Installment)
Early in the morning we an
chored in Antiqua, a large island
with low hills and large plains, and
a number of white beaches and
roves. There Ls a large village at
the head of the hahbor but the wa
ter Ls shoal. We could see several
plantations and mills. There are
not many trees; cnly bushes.
All the way along the islands we
were looking for Spanish fcrts. Here
we saw three in rulnr,; the walls had
begun to fall and were mostly cov
ered with vines. There was no
shore leave, so wc didn’t learn any
thing about the natives or the con
ditions cf agriculture.
A small amount of freight here
was unloaded, then we sailed for
Dominica. Early one morning, as
the rising sun threw Its light on this
beautiful bland, we dropped anchor
close tc the shore. As the sun-rays
first touched the maun tain they
colored their tops a light green and
the western sides purple changing
gradually to dark green at the bot
tom of the valleys. The flowers
began to wake up and give their
pretty ccIors, and sweet perfume.
Many birds sang from the hills a
number of man-o-war birds flew
over the waters searching for food.
Some small gulls were seen near the
shore.
A gentle breeze sprang up and the
palm trees began to stir their fans,
the natives launched their boat',
tome tc try their skill at fishing
others came alongside cur ship, a
bell rang from the church and day
had begun ln Dominica
The natives had many articles for
rale, baskets, birds made from horns,
flying fish, decorated gourds, and
several kinds of fruit. The steve
dores began to take cut some freight
and sang song.s. Some danced, while
others picked banjos or rattled
gourds.
The mountains rose from thc sea
to a height so that the tops locked
as if they were a throne for some
great Deity. We could look almost
straight ln the sky and see over
hanging vines, trees, flowers, fruit,
and many pretty ferns.
Numers cf coves, with small vil
lages at the edge of the shore where
women gathered coffee, vanilla
beans, cocoa . bananas, coeoanut
wove baskets, helped build houses,
painted gourds caught fish and
planted.
A large crowd gathered at the
shore tc look at our ship or to swim
In the warm waters of the Caribbean,
and to pick up shells on the sand.
The wind in the bay blew quite hard,
but, so warm and soft. Quite a lot
of large fish could be seen in the
tiderlps.
Afte r dinner the fishing boats be
gan to return and offered fcr sale
redfish, dolphins, catfish, and group
ers,. Their fishing tackles were so
simple I wonder how they could
catch enough to pay them for their
labcr. Some had sea moss for sale.
They had bleached and dryed it in
the sun until it was nearly white As
the sun began to set ln the water,
it seemed to stop for a minute as
if saying goodnight then sank from
tight.
It began to grow dark and a cloud
covered the top of the island, as if
Gcd was spreading out His sheet and
hushing His jewel to sleep. Soon a
few lights could be seen from dis
tant cabins then disappeared. The
birds had sung tlieir slumber song.
A wisp of wind came from the land
filled with fragrance, the little riplets ceased their tunes and we drift
ed away to our childhood dreams of
beautirul angels dainty fairies and
wishing wells.

Every-Other-Day
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ON BOARD THE LOUISIANA
. . _____ ,...

I

G. H. Reed Begins Story Of Naval Career, Told
With Characteristic Humor

THESE PHOTOGRAPHS, passed by army censors, show scenes

of accelerating mass production in tbe Buick plants of huge bomber
engines for the Army Air Corps. A fast production pace has been set,
according to company officials, and heavy original schedules are
being exceeded.
Upper left: finished cylinder barrels have passed
Inspection and are ready for the next productive operation. Center:
propeller test stand where Buick-built Pratt A Whitney engines

MAINE IN WASHINGTON
Price Guarantee On Potatoes—Retiring Automo
biles—Maine Recreational Business
(From the office of Senator Ralph O. Brewster)

Price Guarantee on Potatoes

ing tire sales for the next two or

are given engineering and other test runs. Right: brand new from tha
assembly lines, an engine Is prepared for its Initial run in the test
stands. Lower left: expert workmen assemble the power section.
Center: mass production of cylinder heads. Right: Harlow H. Cur
tice, Buick president, and Maj. E. H. Bowman, Air Corps representative, inspect finished engine which has just completed its Air Corps
acceptance tests and is ready to go to war.

WTicrf

Should You Save To Help?

WASHINGTON. D. C.—The following table issued by the Treasury
Department is intended as a savings yardstick for the average incomeearner. It suggests how everyone of the 48,000,000
employed persons in the United States may partici
pate in the war effort through the systematic purchase
of Defense Savings Bonds.
“The job ahead of us is far bigger than most'of us
realize,” Secretary Morgenthau declared in making
the table public. “I know that the American people
are ready to do their part to win the war. One of the
ways we can do much more is by intensifying our
effort in the purchase of Defense Bonds.”
While persons without dependents may be able to
set aside more than the suggested figures, persons
with several dependents, or with other heavy family
obligations, may be unable to save at the suggested
rate, the Treasury Department pointed out.

three years.
Under Director Henderson's anj nouncement before the Truman
Committee of the Senate investi
gating Defense Activities no tires
will be available for any private
cars other than those in priority I
schedules A and B which cover
certain preferred occupations such
In One
N umber of
An.l
as doctors, farm trucks and defense
Year He
Persons in Each
Total Annual
One Save*
If Weekly
Savings:*
Income Group t
Each Week:
Will Save:
Earnings Are:
workers.
$13.00
3.324.000
343.212.000
$0.25
$5 to $10
129.350,000
28.00 <
4,975.000
.50
This means that 75 percent of
$10 to $15
213.330.000
5.470.000
39.00
.75
$15 to $20
the automobiles will be without
698.555.000
10.747,000
65.00
1.25
$20 to $30
808,496,000
7,774.000
2.00
104.00
$30 to $40
any provision for tires of any
6.794,000
1,205.152.000
208.00
4.00
$40 to $50
8.007.000
938.184.000
6.00
812.00
$50 to $80
character for the next two or three
928,096.000
2.231.000
8.00
418.00
$89 to $70
1,304.000
678,080,000
$20.00
10.00
years aside from those now on
$70 to $80
1.489.000
929,138.000
624.00
12.00
$80 to $100
hand. There was even an indica
1.101.360,000
1,059.000
1,040.00
20.00
$100 to $150
298.000
542,360.000
1,820.00
85.00
$150 to $200
tion that it might be necessary to
2.000,000,000
695,000
Over $200
take away some of the spare tires
48.167,000
$10,215,311,000
in private hands.
While there are 8.0GOCOO tires
now on hand these wiil not go far
when we consider the requirements
of the military machine and abso
lutely essential civilian activities.
Senator Brewster, as a member
of the Truman Committee, questioned Director Henderson very
closely regarding his estimates
and Mr. Henderson agreed that
his estimates of crude rubber avail! able were based on the most op
timistic possible viewpoint and on
UNCLE SAM NEEDS PILOTS
Senator White’s Anniversary
nothing else than what he termed
BE A U. S. ARMY
March 4 Congressman Margaret
lying cadet
a “miracle” in the production of
Smith entertained 30 guests at din synthetic rubber.
ner at the Wardman-Park Hotel
In other words, there is a dis
where
Congressman
Margaret
tinct likelihood that thc rubber
Smith maintains her residence to picture will grow worse rather than
celebrate the Silver Anniversary better and there Ls very little
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
of the service of Senator Wallace prospect that it will grow any
Wenders!
H. White, Jr., of Auburn in the
better for the next 18 months at
Congress of the United States.
least.
Colleagues and friends of Sena
All this means that very rigid
COeCc cuic
tor White during his service in
restrictions will be the order of
both the House and Senate were the day with speed limits of 40
present for the affair and joined
miles per hour probably generally
in paying tribute with a humor
enforced in order to hold down
ous decoration of a very impres
tire consumption. It is contended
sive blue ribbon adorned with
that at 40 miles per hour there is
various small mementos of his
very little wear upon' the tires.
service on committees in the House
Maine recreational resorts will
Enjoy the tplendor ef blue
and Senate and then of a small
m Mian,;.
«kie« and summer wa*—In
need
to make their plans accord
[ located
^n*r«lly
silver pencil "to keep tab on the
your
own
American
tropics.
ingly with a prospect that more of
$142,000,000,000" which have been
to
Poinh
El Comodoro Hotel offers
the old-fashioned type of vacation
| AW outside ronmtere,t‘
appropriated for defense and of
•II the facilities, ell the restful
charm end perfect comfort
, ***. newly t”*. Y,ih
fense to date by the powerful Com may be in order with people com
ing
by
train
or
car
to
some
spot
to suit the most electing
I
redecorat'd
mittee on Appropriations of which
I teste. Located in the heart
where
they
will
spend
their
va

. «'®u$ lobby Ii
he is now a member.
of downtown Miami—"just a
fron?'t4S°t
whisper" from all activities.
As a member of the Committee cation without traveling about as
much as formerly.
double.
K^doy
There ere 250 artistically fur
on Foreign Relations and Commit
nished
rooms
with
tub
end
Monthly
.
a
W<>6kty,
There was also the suggestion
tee on Appropriations and Com
shower from $2.50 single end
that gasoline rationing might
$4.00 double. Steam heat.
',“'iy
~
mittee on Rules Senator White’s
again
be
applied
—
not
because
The modern air cooled Coffee
seniority is rendering tremendously
Shop is famous for fine food
there was a shortage of gasoline,
valuable service to the State of
—at moderate prices- The
although there may be a shortage
cocktail Lounge is deservedly
Maine and to the Congress and
popular.
of
transportation
for
gasoline
and
the country as well
fuel oil—but in order to save rub
ij. M. Baer
Men your Miami Vacation
In addition to Senator White's
ber. These are the things about
Manager
•owl
For
information
or
service in the House and Senate
which Washington is thinking as
reservations, address
HAT WITH A DASH, thia om of he also has to his credit service the rubber crisis grows increasing
Joseph H. Adams,
pale blue, squared off in two as assistant to the Vice President ly severe with the cutting off of
Mgr., or your
frevei agent.
•hades of maroon. Sally Wads Pro-Tern of the Senate through
worth, RKO Radio artresa, wears it out a considerable period and in all rubber from the Dutch East
Indies and' Malaya from which 95
with a tailored suit of pale blue,
Sl'' '
eall» attention to the all-around other capacities which give him a percent of our rubber had former
record
of
Washington
service
that
•etling of black and the bright
ly come and with the prospect of
lt is very difficult to equal. This
blue feather pierring iu poetilion
securing
rubber from Ceylon and
crown.
n^ans a knowledge of the govern
India very dubious.
ment service that is almost unique
Meanwhile the synthetic rubber
and of increasing value.
BUY
program wall take a considerable
Retiring Automobiles
time to get under way as we must
BWITEO STATES
DEFENSE
Maine recreational business as ; think of it on terms of at least
well as 100.000 automobile owners 18 months because of the com
in Maine are vitally affected' by plexity of the processes that are
131 8. El First Street
STAMPS
the pronouncements of Leon Hen required to set up the machinery.
MIAMI. FLORIDA
derson as Director of Rationing
for Tires as to regulations govern
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

Somewhat better than two dol
lars a barrel for potatoes grown
in 1942 is the guarantee of the
government under an announce
ment made this past week—$2.06
to be exact. This is based on
Green Mountains hi Aroostook.
The concern of the government
over adequate food supplies is in
dicated by this voluntary assur
ance to all people who will parti
cipate in potato production this
next year.
This supplements the price con
trol legislation which provided that
the Price Control Administrator
might not limit the price of pota
toes below a figure that approxi
mated three dollars a barrel. In
other words the government prom
ises all growers in Maine a bottom
price of two dollars for their po
tatoes and the grower has the fur
ther assurance that the price will
not be limited below approximate
ly three dollars in case prices shall
rise.
With this picture in mind at this
time the potato growers of Maine
will be able to determine how far
they will feel it wise to go.

mess treasurer, but the greater part
(Third Installment)
cf
my time in the eight months I
Gradually, I acquired a lot of miscellaneous information—purely by; was aboard the Louisiana I spent in
absorption, and even learned what' the middle dressing station where I
to do about a let of little things drilled the hospital dlvLsicn in
which were breught to my attention.’ handling casualties, and carrying
“Transporta ticn of the
When the captain paused in his drill.
weekly inspection one Saturday Wcunded” it is called, and it works
morning and called my attention to like this:
Theoretically we are engaged with
the fact that two of my bandsmen
the
enemy. Theoretically there arei
had hair longer than was permitted
by Naval Regulations and amusedly watertight doors degged down be
asked me where I had dug up a tween all vital compartments of the
particularly sleepy looking recruit ship. Theoretically the lights are
who played the saxophone, I didnt eff below decks and battle lanterns
act as I might have acted immedi lighted. Theoretically we can ex
ately after joining the ship a month j pect a shell or toipedo to hit us at
Theoretically one
or two before. Then I might have any moment.
bawled cut the offenders and cur does. Then theory is abandoned fcr
tailed their liberty. New I knew actuality.
A speaking tube squeals in the
hew to do it in a more dignified
manner. After inspection I sent for middle dressing station. The talker
the bandmaster and tcld him if it at the tube shouts out the informa
happened again, I would curtail the tion that a torptedo has flooded the
starbeard engine room, there are
liberty of the entire band.
Two months befcre I might have several casualties at No. 4 threewondered why such minor details inch gun, a man has been injured
of personal appearance were con in the foretap, the after steering
sidered so important in lhc business gear has been shot away ano the
of war. New I knew that it was rou ventilator system Ls out of commis
tine to bathe before battle, that sion. Tliis information being passed
stains on clothes and dirt generally to the dental cfficer the talker is
can be carried into and infect a apparently through for the day and
wound and. in the matter of hair everybody locks confidentially Rt the
cuts, old Abraham Allen, the bull dentist.
It Is a thrillingly responsible situa
surgeon of the ship, would have no
hesitation in broadcasting to the tion for the dentLst. Actually he can
world that it was damned hard work go take a nap with the full knowl
getting a shell splinter out cf a hair edge that dinner will be waiting at
thc usual time with some cf the
mattress.
Why a dentist cn a battleship dead and dying waiting on the table.
should have charge of thc ship’s Also he knows that the same infor
band I dcn’t know. I asked the mation which he has received has
chaplain at mess cne day. The been relayed also to several ether
chaplain liked his 5teak rare and he places cn the ship, and whatever
was idly turning ever cn his plate he may do. will probably be wrong
a piece cf meat that was so well anyhow.
dope it looked like a section cut What he actually does is chielly
concerned with getting those imagi
from a trunk strap.
“Perhaps," he said. “It’s for the nary injured men dewn where they
same reason they make a fireman a can be given surgical attention and
avoid any opening any wrong water
cook."
Actually thc dentist has charge tight doors in the process. This in
of the band because the bandsmen I volves a detailed knowledge cf the
are stretcher bearers during a naval ship and a lot of study on thc part
oattle, and the ship’s dentist has cf the dental officer.
Hospital corpsmcn and bandsmen
charge of the transportation cf cas
ualties. Also someone has to run are standing around waiting orders,
the ship’s laundry, which was an repair parties are ranging through
other job I inherited. Probably be-' certain passageways and mustn’t be
cause I could take an x-ray I was' impeded; guns are banging away
put in charge of the ship photogra overhead; the air is full of dust; the
phy shop also. Likewise I was cigar heat is sweltering; the ship is zig-

BATES COMMENCEMENT
SHORTER
The 76th commencement progra«
of Bates College will be shorten
this year with a number of the tr
ditlonal events om tted. it is j
nounced at the college. Because
the speeding up of the second seij
ester and the start June 8 cf a SuuJ
mer session for undergraduate;
Commencement will be held frcd
Friday. May 22. through Bund, J
May 24, cutitng the usual four-, |
program to two and a half day
June 12 through June 15 were '
original dates scheduled. Peril;-•
the greatest innovation is the h >. j
ing cf beth baccalaureate oxen
and commencement exercise, $>• |
day.
zagging, and everybody is buv vrei
his cwn particular job and not
all concerned with anything e ,
The dentist therefore, disp.t .
a detail cf stretcher bearers :
the feretep. Hcspital ccrp-mcn w.
first aid pouches and gas mask
sent to inspect the engine ret r.
Others are routed through certa
salt passageways and number
dolrs to the secondary l it ere
imaginary dead men are nmcv
from underfcct and casualties • ,
quiring immediate operation t.il:
to sick bay where the iurgecn
ready for business. Blocd cu
i
docks is sanded, ambulatory ea u J
ties commence drifting into
middle dressing station for ban
aging and first aid, and when ti
bugle sounds “secure" everybody t.
low decks, including the den i
rushes topside fcr a breath c.t air
G. H. Reed
(To be continued)
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“Pinch Hitter'’ Evoki
Laughter—Zone Meetini
Will Be March 24

Ralph IP. Conant chairman
the March entertainment c
mittee of the Rcckland Li
Club impressed hts son Earl .
service yesterday as a pinch hi
'The latter is a former member
the Burlington. Vt. Lions c.
whose work since leaving Roe
land 15 years ago has breught u.
into clcse touch with farmer
farm organizations.
Mr. Conant is a ready spetre
with a command of humor aim
witty anecdotes, and yesterday
jell back upcn these to furn
an entertaining half-hour. He
nounced his text "The Lion
long suffering beast." but the I
to whom he addressed his
hot appear, to c<
within that category.
Accompanying him to thc m*
ing was Frank Richardson of W
slow, a brother-in-law of thc
tertainment chairman.
Anot,
visitor was Lion Genthnei ol
Waldoboro Club
J. N. Southard. Skipper ot
Red Jacket troop of Sea Scoi
made 'brief remarks concern
Monday night’s Bridge of Hoi
and the satisfaction he felt
the showing made by the boys
reflected by the other membei
the Lions Club when he told
overhearing the praise given
two out of town visitors.
The date of the zone meetina
be held in this city was chan
to Tuesday night, March 24.
place to be the large dining
of The Thorndike Hotel.
King Lion named as a commi
of arrangements Bradford I
gess, Howard Crockett, Roi
Gregory,
Laurence Dandem
Charles Jillson and Albert B
liot. Supper will be served at
and the occasion will be a lac
night.
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FRUIT BASKETS
Choice Fruit, carefully par)
tastefully arranged, prompt^
delivered

NI

NAUM & ADAMS
220 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND,
TEL. t>27
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Of “V” we
The

sing .

biggest word in Mr.

Mrs. America's dictionary 1
days is VICTORY . • • b"‘
know another word that is

A ROYAL

ning a close second . •
VALUE.

AWAITS YOU

Value in people ... in Pr"

tion ...

in what you giv<

what you get.

Wc are proud to tell you

our

Values this Spring

ai

outstanding as they were

You can speed up

merchandise

URGENTLY NEEDED

telephone service
IN WAYS LIKE THESE

Field Artillery at a New England Army Camp

SPRING SUITS

A receiver out of place signals "line out of

AND TOPCOATS

First, an effort is made to attract the sub
scriber s attention. A testman makes a spe
cial check. If these steps bring no result,
a man is sent to the subscriber’s home.
Please replace receiver properly

. . . NOT like this. Unless bar is
down, the line is "out of order.”

Meanwhile, others are trying to call the
"out of order” number. On party lines,
other telephones are "out of order.”

You cannot be called.

When an extension telephone is
used and the call completed on an

other telephone, please be sure to
put back the first receiver.

"

and harder to sell.

order,” so a series of steps must be taken.

1

was easier

You can see how much apparatus, some
now very difficult to obtain, is tied up when
receivers are left off the hook about 1365
times a day in our territory. And 368 of
these times repairmen must be sent out to
restore lines to service. This means at least
451 hours when tied-up equipment cannot
be used for messages that may be impor
tant to our armed forces or industry. Will
you help ?
w
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE $ TELEGRAPH CO.

$25, $35, $40
Beautifully Trimmed at!

Perfectly Tailored

MALLORY HATS

$5-00, $6.00

STETSON PLAYBt
AND STRATOLINE

$7.50, $8.50
WILSON HATS

$4.00

GREGORY’
tbl. an

<1« MAIN ST.. ROC

